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Lawmakers express disappointment
and optimism with session's work
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Christopher, an employee at the USDA Farm Service
Agency office in Murray, patiently waits for her computer to
bring up the FSA's Web home page this morning, FSA offices
across the country are reporting computers problems related
to out-dated hardware and increased usage demand.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Lots of concerns were
brought to the legislative table
in recent months, but few were
resolved, leaving legislators disappointed as they arrive home
until the General Assembly
reconvenes briefly later this
month.
State Rep. Melvin Henley, RMurray, compared the lack of
legislation to a logjam. Both the
Kentucky House and Senate
adjourned Monday night until
March 26 to consider any vetoes
from Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Still, Henley said, the rules
could be suspended for those
two days and legislators could
consider proposed bills.
"It is wait and see,- he said

Tuesday afterwhile
noon
driving back to
Murray from
Frankfort, "and
see who blinks
first"
Henley
specifically
talked about the
House bill that
Henley
included capital
projects that Fletcher vetoed last
year. That bill also included a
proposeil change in wording
related to the $15 million allocation Murray State received last
year for the physics portion of
the building.
Without the change. MSU
must use that allocation for that
phase of the three-part science

complex and not the earlier
chemistry phase, which is over
the original budget.
That's the prime local example of Henley's disappointment
as the bill sits in the Senate.
"It's ridiculous, I think, that
we can't work together to get
things done for the people of
Kentucky.Henley
said.
"People think it's just us. but we
represent people. It's disconcerting.With disappointment comes
some optimism from Sen. Ken
Winter's perspective.
"I have aspirations that those
last two days — while hectic —
might be productive," Winters.
R -Murray. said. "I'm always
disappointed if we don't have
progress. but I know some real-

ly key issues
are
hanging
out there.
"I'm
an
optimist, as a
rule, so I just
happen
to
believe
that
when we get
back together
after
people
Winters
have
given
some things some thought the
best interest of the state will
drive us to get some things
done."
Winters described the giveand-take negotiations with legislators playing their cards close
to their chests.
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Demand puts Destined for Democracy
strain on FSA
computers

Local ABA
team gets
new name
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
And you thought a new ABA
pro team in western Kentucky
by the name of the Kentucky
Colonels was retro. Now, it truly
is "Retro.In a statement released this
morning, local businessman
Steve Van Waes announced the
name of his
expansion
ABA professional basketball franchise
in
Murray
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Out-dated computer hardware and high usage demands is causing problems at USDA Farm Service Agency offices across the
nation and David Riley, manager of the Calloway County FSA.
says the local office is no exception.
Riley said Tuesday that fanners across the country are now
applying for annual feed-grain program benefits as well as government loans, payments and other programs and the level of demand
is blitzing the system.
-Basically it just works like it's overloaded," Riley said. "At
times you couldn't even get on the system. You just couldn't use it.
It's got a little better in the last couple of weeks, but it's still slow."
According to an Associated Press report, computers and data
systems at FSA offices date from the 1980s and have been failing
from Maine to California. Agriculture Secretary Mike Johanns said
that the problems have been so frequent that the department has
rationed the time employees spend on USDA Web-based programs.
"At times, this system is dark for part of the country," Johanns
said. "It's very dated software; its been patched over time.' Riley said there is a lot of information that must be entered into
the department's data base for farmers to claim benefits.
,"When everybody from the east coast to the west coast are all
ying to get into it at the same time it's just been overloaded," he
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However Riley pointed out that the work is getting done; it just
takes longer to do it.
"Nobody is going to be left out," he said. "It's getting done on
time. It's just slow."
The FSA has local and regional offices located in most rural
counties across the nation that are utilized by farmers that must to
kply for government programs.
:Teresa Lasseter, who heads FSA offices for the USDA. said
Iliimployees
and farmers "would be sitting there waiting for the corner to move." She said told the Associated Press that there was
en a 10 to 25 minute wait for the next "window" to pop up.
low point_was reported in January when computer systems
- Id work sporadically or not at all leading to a failed attempt to
the problem by rationing computer usage. Extra capacity has
n added to the system's "Web Farm" or server banks with some
1forted success; however backlogs remain.
:
:
:::During a Senate hearing, Sen. Bob Bennett, R-Utah, asked why
department hasn't requested money to fix the problem. Johanns
itix
— irted that he is still trying to find the cause of the dilemma and
jrtu; t..
, take action soon.
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Former Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto addresses a few reporters following her
speech Tuesday evening at Murray State's Lovett Auditorium. Her speech was part of the
Presidential Lecture Series, which the Student Government Association and MSU Foundation
sponsor.

Former Pakistani Prime Minister Bhutto recalls
life as first female leader in modern Muslim nation
the impeachment proceedings
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
for President Richard Nixon folStaff Writer
Benazir Bhutto didn't plan to lowed Watergate, Bhutto saw
live a political life, but despite the power of the people and their
imprisonment and exile, she ability "to change the course of
continues to work for the history."
"One person can make a difdemocracy that her native
ference," she said.
Pakistan experienced briefly.
Bhutto lived in England
The first woman leader of a
modem Muslim nation, Bhutto. when Margaret Thatcher was
53, told her story, which includ- becoming a leader, and perhaps
ed two stints as Pakistan's prime drew inspiration, going on to be
minister, in Murray State's elected as the first female and
Lovett Auditorium on Tuesday first foreign president of the
Oxford Union. It was in that role
evening.
"Destiny isn't always in our that Bhutto says she learned to
hands," Bhutto said. "I didn't debate and speak publicly with
choose this life; this life chose confidence.
And that victory is when she
me."
As a 15-year-old. Bhutto gave up her fear of losing.
In 1979. Bhutto's father was
went to Harvard University's
Radcliffe ('ollege. Upon gradu- executed and his daughter was
ating with a political science placed under house arrest. It was
degree, she went on to Oxford nine years later that Bhutto
University. where she earned her made the Pakistan Peoples Party
master's degree in philosophy. (PPP) presence once again
known, being elected prime
politics and education.
In America, while people minister as a 35-year-old
protested the Vietnam War and female. Her party also won the

largest block of seats in the
National Assembly.
But 20 months later. Bhutto
was deposed by the country's
military-supported leader, who
then forced a new election that
the PPP lost. Then Bhutto was
re-elected in 1993. but was once
again forced out three years
later.
She still fights for her homeland and plans to return there
later this year for another round
of elections. During a press conlereme following her speech.
Bhutto recognized the challenges of her party regaining
control and eliminating terrorism.
A mother of three. Bhutto
spoke passionately to the audience about why democracy is
good for people, who depend on
government for healthcare, education, social services. water
and roads and how the current
military dictatorship neglects

When the expansion team
was initially announced in early
January, the team's name was to
be the Colonels, harkening back
to the 1960s-70s era of the
American
Basketball
Association and one of that
league's premiere teams.
"The Kentucky Colonels represent a long history of tradition
and pride throughout the stale of
Kentucky." Van Waes. the
team's owner and general manager, said in the release. "Our
franchise recognizes this great
tradition and pride which is why
we are changing our name."
The Kentucky Colonels
played in Louisville and featured innovative play and ballhandling for its time, as well as
the first female professional basketball player.
The Colonels also tapped into
the natural basketball lore of the
Bluegrass State with former
University of Kentucky players
like Louie Dampier and Dan
Issel, as well as coaches like former Wildcats Alex Groza and
Frank Ramsey.
Perhaps the Kentucky ABA
team's most famous coach,
though. was Hubie Brown, who
went on to coach several NBA
teams including the New York
Knicks and Memphis Grizzlies
aftev leading the Colonels to a
championship over the ABA's
Indiana Pacers in 1975.
Famous for its red, white and
blue basketball. the ABA eventually folded and merged with
the NBA following the 1976
season. But that introduced a
more dynamic st le of play --
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A FRIST-HAND LOOK AT THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM: Students in Richard Todd's eighth grade class at Murray Middle School
took part in d f(eld trip Tuesday to the Cdlloway County Judicial Building. The students have been learning about the District
Court system and holding mock trials in their class The tour was a culmination of their studies, Todd said. Pictured above,
Calloway County Deputy Cindy Trenholm pretends to put handcuffs on Alex Stephens. while (from left) Chance Robinson,
l-lyan Kelly. Shicl.ull Davis and Colby Donelson sit in a holding cell awaiting their opportunity to "get out"

Panel: Lobbyists can't donate
to legislators in governor's race
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
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non posed by N,,rthup's cantpaign about whether a non-legislator running on .1 slate may
ask a lobby 1st to help with a
anipaig.n's t undraising. The
panel's answer to that question
also was no
Northup spokesman Barry
Peel confirmed the Northup
campaign asked the commission
tor a decision on the matter.
"It was important for our
campaign that the commission's
ruling be crystal clear." said
Bob Gable, Northup's fundrais-

MSRP
Peppers
Mfg Rebate

mg chairman. "We're glad the
issue hjs been clarified."
Lobby Rt. were already prohibited twin going money to
state legislators' campaigns for
the legislature.
Robert Kellar. a spokesman
for the Beshear campaign, said
the campaign already had the
policy not to accept donations
from lobbyists.
Jennifer Brislin, Richards'
spokeswoman. said the House
speakers' campaign also did not
accept contribution, from lobbyists. Richards returned one of
the first contributions to his
campaign after A was learned
that the money came from a lobby 1st. Brislin said.
-We promptly returned it:'
Bodin said
The commission agreed to a
drait proposal (It its ruling on
Tuesday. and it Was uncertain
when the
VeNton would he
released
Li,1)hy ist Marc Wilson said
he thought the ruling could put
candidates serving in the legislature at a disadvantage to their
opponents It might also limit
some lobbyists who might want
to support candidates in the
governor's race.
'1'er-tautly. AS a registered
lobbyist myselt. I'm not looking
tor 100re way s to donate
111011C,.. %Nilson said. "I could
see where it could limit the
specr(11111 of freedom of speech
as it pertains to the current
ethics opinion, and 1 think it
definitely needs to be looked
at
Other states across the country base been strengthening
ethics laws. lobbyist Bob
Babbage said. Kentucky's position follows suit, Babbage said.
"Given the strictness of
Kentucky's laws and rules of
practices. today's development
would seem very consistent and
very appropriate." Babbage
said -What the ethics commission is doing now is keeping
Kentucky's rules very strict and
not making any exceptions —
which is the trend around the
country.Commission
Chairman
George Troutman said if a candidate disagreed. the commission's decision could be
appealed to Franklin County
()Nun t'ourt Any candidates
who might have already
1-CCCIed contributions from lobbyists would likely be asked to
return them. Troutman said.
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those needs.
"The people of Pakistan do
not support the dictatohip."
she said. "The peojni of
Pakistan want a democracy."
Until democracy returns.
Bhutto says Pakistan will not be
stabilized with peace. And she
stressed the importance of peace
there for peace here.
Bhutto said the military rule
wants regional crisis to justify

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
was reported at 4 10
• The theft of a boat from Purdom Road
p.m. Monday. A case for theft by unlawful taking more than $300
was opened.
stolen at 23.4
• A caller from Industrial Road reported checks
p.m. Tuesday. A theft case was opened.
Murray Police Department
reported at U.S. 641 Citgo at 11:35 a.m.
was
dove-off
• A gas
Friday.
• A gas drive-off was reported at 1:24 p.m. Friday at Kroger Fuel
• Chris King, 20, of Murray, was served with warrants at 4:48 p.m.
Friday charging him with second-degree burglary, theft by unlawful taking, third-degree attempted burglary and contempt of court,
• A theft was reported at 103 N. Fourth St. at 5-27 p.m. Saturday.
• Ronald Scott 11, 18, of Louisville, and Johnny Grinstead Ili, 21,
of Murray, were arrested on drug charges after a traffic stop at
MSU's Clark College at 12:04 a.m. Sunday. Both men were
charged with possession of marijuana and Grinstead also was
charged with tampering with evidence_
• Criminal mischief was reported at Calloway County Public
Library at 2:45 pin. Sunday.
• Stolen bicycles were reported at 601 S. 11th St. at 4:57 p.m
Sunday.
• Damage to a vehicle parked earlier at Fourth and Maple streets
was reported at 9:17 a.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the station at 10:31 a.m. Monday to report
a forgery incident.
• Casey Vandergrift, 20, of Murray, was arrested Monday for possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and rear
license plate not illuminated.
• Andrew Gritton, 21, of Murray, was arrested Monday for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
• Criminal mischief was reported at Central Park at 9:41 a.m.
Tuesday.
• William D. Elliot, 23, of Murray, was served with a warrant at
11:30 a.m. Tuesday charging him with third-degree criminal mis,
chief.
• Victoria Lynn Taylor, 29, of Paris, Tenn., was arrested for theft
by unlawful taking less than $300.
• Lillian Harper, 18, of LaCenter, was arrested for theft by unlawl
ful taking less than $300 after a shoplifting complaint at Wal-Mart
at 3:45 p.m. Tuesday.
• A subject was exposing himself at Central Park at 8:28 Pnt
Tuesday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A second-degree criminal mischief report was taken at 4:30
p.m. Saturday after a rock was thrown through a window in a
vehicle parked between Hart and Franklin colleges.
• A criminal mischief case was referred to Murray Police
Department after a vehicle parked at the Sigma Chi fraternity
house at 103 N. 14th St. was reported vandalized at 5:23 p.m.
Saturday.
• A caller from the Fine Arts Building reported at 8:19 p.m.
Monday the theft of money because someone used a fake ID
card. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less than
$300.
• A mark on a Hester College door was reported at 10:55 p.m.
Monday. Murray Fire Department responded and said it may or
may not be a burn mark, but that nothing was on fire. The state
fire marshal office and Central Plant also were notified.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencie§.

State Democratic chair
to host fundraiser for
Sen. Hillary Clinton
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State
Democratic
Party
Chairman Jerry Lundergan said
Wednesday he will host a
fundraiser next week for presidential hopeful Hillary Clinton
at his Lexington home.
Clinton, a New York senator
and early front-runner in the
race for the Democratic presidential nomination, will not
attend the luncheon event next
Wednesday, but her husband —
former President Bill Clinton —
will be there, Lundergan said.
The fundraiser will be private
and is not an official party event,
he said.
Lundergan said he appreciated the Clintons' appearances at

state party fundraisers in the
past.
The former president was the
keynote speaker at the annual
Jefferson-Jackson Dinner in
Louisville last October. Mrs
Clinton was the main attraction
at a party fundraiser in
December 2005 in Louisville
that drew more than 2,0(10 people and took in $600,000.
"I want to do something in
return for them,- Lundergan
said in a telephone interview.
The Clinton fundraiser comes
a few weeks after one of her
main rivals, Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama, spoke to at least .3.0(X)
supporters at an event in
lx usville.

CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. (AP) — The state is investigating a
day care center that disciplined a 5-year-old boy by spraying a vinegar-water solution in his mouth, although one official acknowledges
such practices were once accepted.
"We did a lot of things differently 15 or 20 years ago." said
Emily Perrine, the Tennessee Department of Human Services' day
care licensing supervisor in Hamilton County.
Kids Stop Day Care owner Elaine Torbett said Tuesday that an
employee sprayed the vinegar-water mix in the boy's mouth after he
"spit in another little girl's face several times."
The youngster was never restrained in any way and did not get
sick from the spray, she said. But an anonymous complaint filed
with the state March 5 prompted the state investigation, records
show.
Kay Cook, the center worker who used the spray, was employed
less than a year and has since quit, Torbett said. Cook could not be
reached by telephone for comment.
State human services spokeswoman Michelle Mowery Johnson
issued a statement Tuesday confirming the incident is being investigated. "Spraying vinegar in a child's mouth is a means of physical
punishment, therefore it is not acceptable," the statement said.
But Perrine said use of vinegar spray or touching a child's tongue
with a cotton swab dipped in mouthwash was once considered
acceptable. But current regulations don't allow it, she said.
Instead, centers are restricted to using "positive discipline methods" such as time-outs or praising acceptable behavior.

its presence while it thrives on
fear and tenor. And she's not
surprised Osama bin Wen hasn't been Sieested because he
moves through her.country with
protection.
Since 1977, Pakistan has
been under direct or indirect
military dictatorship for 25
years. During that time is when
the most significant tetrorist
attacks have occurred, she said
citing various attacks on U.S.
embassies and those on the

World Trade Center and
Pentagon on Sept. II. 2001.
During the few years ol
democracy, Pakistan was al
example to other Muslin!
nations.
"Every baby girl has thl
same rights for a future as every
baby boy," Bhutto said white
describing her party's hope for
government. "... I don't believe
Pakistan can stabilize ... until
dictatorship is replaced witi
democracy."
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2 men drown in separate incidents
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Two men drowned in separate incidents in Kentucky this week, the state Department of Fish &
Wildlife Resources said.
In Russell County in south-central Kentucky, the body of Jesse
Grizzle, 81, of Jamestown, was recovered from the Cumberland
River early Tuesday, about an hour after a security guard found
Grizzle's car and notified the agency.
It was not known how Grizzle ended up in the water."From what
they can tell, it looks like he just slid down the bank into the water,"
Mark Marraccini, a spokesman for Fish & Wildlife, told the
Lexington Herald-Leader.
Keith Allen Murphy,64,of Lawrenceburg in Anderson County in
central Kentucky, drowned Monday afternoon after falling off a
dock at Beaver Lake there, the agency said.
Murphy had been boating with his wife and grandson and tried to
step off the boat onto a dock, Marraccini said. The boat pushed away
from the dock, and Murphy, who did not know how to swim and was
not wearing a life jacket, fell into the water, Marraccini said.
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Feds crack down on power plant
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A coal-fired power plant in central
Kentucky could be shut down if the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency prevails in a lawsuit filed Monday in federal court in
Lexington.
The suit alleges that Kentucky Utilities Co. violated the Clean Air
Act by operating its plant in Mercer County without using the "best
available" emission control technology. The result has been massive
amounts of nitrogen oxide, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter
released into the atmosphere, according to a 21-page complaint filed
by goverrunent attorneys.
The EPA's complaint dates back to 1997, when Kentucky
Utilities began making modifications to the E.W. Brown power
plant that, government attorneys contend, resulted in significant
increases in emissions. Kentucky Utilities faces fines ranging from
$27,500 to $32,500 per day, if a federal judge rules in favor of the
EPA.

Kentucky city ranked among
top 10 for gays

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A national gay magazine included
Lexington among the "Top 10 Best Places For Gays and Lesbians to
Live" in its current issue.
The Advocate cited the city's openly gay public officials — state
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone and Vice Mayor Jim Gray — a local gay
nightclub and the city's 1999 ordinance that protects gays from job
and housing discrimination. It wasn't clear how Lexington was
included in the top 10, and the Lexington Herald-Leader said the
magazine didn't respond to a phone call and e-mail Tuesday.
Other cities that made the list were Dallas; Tucson, Ariz.; and
Ferndale, Mich.
Mayor Jim Newberry said in a statement Tuesday that Lexington
offers "something for everyone."

Police chief says 'large amount' of
money taken in burglary at Kentucky Off-Track

JAMESTOWN. Ky.(AP) — A burglary
Betting netted thieves a "large amount" of cash, according to
Jamestown Police Chief Michael Keaton.
The break-in at the officp ots Ngiritys,hin,Sorts& stras diFovered
Monday morning and Keaton said the telephOnetnes had been cut,
preventing a burglar alarm from sounding outside the building.
-Their normal routine is they're-Off on Mondays and Tuesdays,"
Keaton said. "A manager or assistant manager stopped by to get
some things he needed Monday and found it."

WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP)
— A 10-year-old child found
dead in her family's apartment
in central Kentucky was routinely belittled and lived in fear
of upsetting her father, relatives
and neighbors said.
McCaylah Watkins' bruised
and lifeless body was found in
her family's Winchester apartment Sunday. Her father Patrick
Watkins, 30, and his wife, Joy
Watkins, were charged with
first-degree criminal abuse on a
child under 12. Police said their
investigation lead them to file
more charges against the couple.
Police said the child was
dead for at least 45 minutes
before emergency workers were
called to the apartment, The
Herald-Leader
Lexington
reported Tuesday on its Web
site.
Family members and neighbors said the couple often
cursed the girl and called her
harsh names in public.
Joy Watkins' grandmother,
Betty Stokley, who lives next
door to the couple, said Patrick
to
cruel
was
Watkins
McCaylah, his daughter from a
previous marriage. Stokley said
she had seen him kick the girl in
the back, knocking her down.
"Caylah would dodge him
and move to the side if he
walked past her," Stokley said
of Patrick Watkins, 30. "She
would shake and go on. She was
afraid."
Winchester police Capt.
said
Craycraft
Harvey
"trauma
had
McCaylah
injuries" on her body. Patrick
Watkins told police that the girl
had fallen down some stairs.
Craycraft said.
Some neighbors wondered
Monday whether there was
something more they should
have done. "They were awful
mean to the little baby," said
Nancy Bowling, 60. "She was
10 years old, she wasn't nothing
but a little baby who had no one
to turn to."

Patterns of Distinction
forum has global flavor
MSU News Bureau
Global Telecom has been
chosen as the theme for the
Second Annual Patterns of Distinction forum coming to Murray State University on April
19. An entire day of activities, including a sponsored
luncheon, is planned from 8:30
a.m. through 4:30 p.m. at the
MSU Curris Center.
Event hosts that include Murray State's Program of Distinction in Telecommunications
Systems Management (TSM),
the Kentucky World Trade Center, the MSU Regional Business and Innovation Center and
ConnectKentucky welcome the
Tennessee Valley Authority this
year as the first corporate sponsor of Patterns of Distinction.
Coordinators are adding a
new international flair to this
year's event by hosting several speakers and guests to talk
about how telecom has has
changed business all over the
world. Other new features are
being brought into the schedule to create a day of events
that will interest students from
the college of science, engineering and technology and
college of business and public
affairs, as well as the many
industry and government leaders expected to attend.
"We put strong emphasis
this year on getting students
interested and involved with this
type of outreach activity," said
Dr. James Gantt, director of
the Center for TSM. Noting
the importance of students being
able to network with business
professionals and other guests
-attending the forum, Gantt said
that changes made this year
make the entire event more open

to students who will be able
to display posters and promote
their own research projects.
Gantt said the hosts hope
that faculty and staff in these
colleges will encourage students to attend the event. "We
realize it's not always easy to
let students out of class, but
luckily our faculties realize the
importance of these types of
activities and they highly support our student's involvement."
International students at Murray have also been invited to
get involved with Patterns of
Distinction this year. Breaks
are scheduled throughout the
day that will give attendees a
chance to view student research
posters and try many snacks
from different parts of the world
cooked by Murray's own international students.
During the noon luncheon,
three people will be announced
as recipients of the TSM awards
instituted in 2006. Nominations
are being accepted through Friday for the Dr. Gene Wells
Ray TSM Lifetime Achievement Award, the Dick Anderson TSM Leadership Award
and the John Williams TSM
Entrepreneurship Award. Eligible candidates must have made
a significant impact on the
telecommunications industry.
Other requirements and nomination forms are located online
a
www.murraystate.edu/tsm/ctsm.
All activities on the Patterns of Distinction forum are
free and open to the public.
Those planning to attend are
asked to register on the website. For more information contact Dana Howard at 809-3987
or email ctsmOmurraystate.edu.
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Future Farmers of America students from throughout
A BREAK IN THE ACTION:
Curns Center Tuesday for the 2007 Purchase
State
University's
Murray
at
the area were
Region FFA Day. Events included public speaking and impromptu speaking on a variety of
farm-related issues and written quizzes Pictured above from left, awaiting a session, are.
Rebekah Hillman, front, Calloway County High School, Will Blackford, CCHS. Katlyn Barrow,
CCHS; Ericka Waggener, MSU student, Magen Roberts, Kentucky FFA State Sentinel, Jackie
Thomas, CCHS; and Coty Hoskins, Carlisle County High School.
Regional

•Lawmakers express ...
From Front
As chair of the Senate education committee, Winters has
supported two Senate bills that
address incentive pay for science and math teachers and
advanced math and science
classes. Those issues were
linked to an energy hill that

the House hill that proposes to
restore funding for capital projects throughout the state.
"It is highly important for us
to get that finished." Winters
said. -That's being held up on
one side until we see how they
negotiate some of these other
issues."

would allow for more alternative fuels. such as ethanol and
hiodiesel.
The are the type of initiatives we need to move Kentucky
forward," Winters said, referring
to University of Kentucky
President Lee Todd's perspective shared with legislators.
Meanwhile. the Senate has

•Local ABA ...
The ABA has three divisions
— red, white and blue. Alreadythat can still be established teams in the
and player
Kentucky area include the
seen today.
"Our organization feels Arkansas Aeros, Arkansas
extremely blessed to bring the Rivercatz, St. Louis Stunners
Kentucky Colonels 'back to and Tennessee Mud Frogs.
"We're bringing basketball
Kentucky,' just with a different
name and updated logo," said entertainment to our time. Which
Retros head coach Kevin is so entertaining fans won't
Waters, a former Murray State want the game to end." Waters
women's basketball assistant added.
The Retros have already
coach.

From Front

scheduled a date for player tryouts on March 31 at letton
Gymnasium in Paducah. Times
are from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., and
is slated to include several NBA
team scouts.
For additional information or
a tryout registration form, contyges at 4,2,jpipa.45.56
)
tact yaq.
or. s,vgpves@chat3c,r.nek.,.pr
Waters at (404) 729-6655 Or
coachkwaters@yahoo.corn.
Tryout cost is $150 in advance.
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presentation of current
research and plans fOr pubh
cation.
Squeezed in between all of
this were rushed campus
tours and a few minutes back
at the hotel room before dinner and then finally a reception at the Faculty Club The
candidate rose early the next
morning for a final breakfast
before driving back to
Nashville for an exhausting
flight home
This is a hectiv time for
faculty members in the
department. what with all of
the meals. receptions, and
presentations. but can you
imagine what it must be like
tor the candidate!'"
remember II yeals ago
walking down (ruin the ('urns Center. where I had spent
the night in the Cardinal
Room, past Pogue Library. I
remember being impressed
with the Jefferson quote on
the east facade, "The Hope
of Democracy Depends on
the Diffusion of Knowledge"
I found my way to the
Campus Grill, ordered a cup
of coffee, and slid into a Will
III a booth next to the window I watched students hurry
down the street on the way
it
lass and looked over
mites for ni.), presentation.
Nervous and anxious. I wanted ki make J good impression
I knew 111urray well,
because the school was Evelyn's alma rimier. and I had
done my research, having
tried to learn everything I
..ould about the history.
department. about what was
then (ailed the College of
Humanism: Studies, and about
the university
I will never torget rns
feelings. a combindIllin Of
.iuit Ii pant in and dread. of
,onfidenke and anxiety of
hope and tear I tried to put
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More Irish humor needed now
Thank goodness St
Patrick's Day is near We
sure could use some Irish
humor about now.
We're in a nasty war,
abler all Partisan politics are
in high gear And all our
press Care's about is the saga
of Anna Nicole.
I prefer to think of Murphy instead Dunng the
trench Revolution. Murphy
and two others were sentenced to death for spying.
the executioner walked the
first man to the guillotine
He asked the man if he
wanted to he on his storua,:h
or his back
The fellow said he wasn't
afraid to die. He chose iii
he on his hack with a deaf
view of the blade. But when
the executioner pulled the
lever. the blade jammed. And
because no man could be
sentenced twice for the same
crime. he was set free
The second Irishman was
given the same option. He
chose to he on his back_
the blade jammed again and
he was set free.
.then it was Murphy's
turn He, too, chose to he
on his back But just as the
vecutioner was about to pull
the Itner. Murphy. yelled:
"Wait' I think I see
what's vausing the blade to
.1.1f11
Si Patrick's Day always

brings out
the gratitude
in me -makes me
remember
how
extraordinarily blessed
my country
is. Which
reminds me
of the one
about DonBy Tom
ahue.
Purcell
He
Syndicated
worked 81IColumnist
hour weeks
his whole
life After his children married and his wife died, he
decided to enjoy life. He got
a face-lift, a hair transplant
and an expensive new car.
He jumped in his car to
drive into town one night.
But on the way, he was hit
by a truck and died instantly.
When he arrived at the
Pearly Gates, he approached
St. Peter. "What's going on
here'. he said. "I worked
hard all of me life and
when I finally go out to
enjoy things. I get killed"
How could you let such a
thing happen'''.
"Well, if you must know
the truth. Donahue." said St.
Peter, blushing. "I didn't recognize you.St. Patrick's Day also

What's So
Funny?

makes me more civil toward
my fellow man - more
eager to promote brotherly
love. Which reminds me Of
the one about McAlister.
One Saturday night. he went
to the pub and ordered three
pints.
When the bartender asked
him why he wanted three,
McAlister explained: "I've
got two brothers, one in
America and one in Australia. Every Saturday night
we go to our respective
pubs. order three pints and
drink with each other. Right
now, they're sipping three
pints. too."
McAlister continued his
tradition for several months.
But one Saturday he ordered
only two pints.
"Sweet goodness." said
the bartender, "did one of
your brother's die"
"The brothers are fine."
said McAlister. "It's just that
I quit drinking."
When filled with the Insh
spirit, I ant able to accept
my losses and failures with
greater grace. Which reminds
of the time Paddy died.
His wife went to the
newspaper to place his obituary. The newsman said the
cost was $I a word.
"I only have $2." said
Mrs. Paddy. "Just print
'Paddy died.The newsman decided that

old Paddy deserved more.
He gave her three extra
words at no charge.
"A kind man you are,"
said Mrs. Paddy. "Print me
husband's obituary this way:
'Paddy died. Boat fqr sale.1 can't wait for St.
Patrick's Day to arrive this
year - can't wait for the
Irish spirit to breathe some
much-needed levity into an
ever-crabbier world. Which
reminds me of the famous
Irish dancer who decided to
go to confession one Saturday.
Father Sullivan began asking her about her work. She
explained that she was an
acrobatic dancer, but the
priest didn't know what she
meant.
"I'll show you, Father."
she said.
She stepped out of the
confessional and went into a
series of cartwheels, handsprings and back-flips. An
elderly woman turned to
another parishioner and said:
"Look at the penance Father
Sullivan is givin' out, and
me without me bloomers
on!"
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Tom Purcell is a humor
columnist nationally syndicated exclusively by Cagle Cartoons.. For comments to Tom,
e-mail him at Purcell@caglecartoons.corn.

The gradual maturing of the right
Ciinserv anise Es angelical Christian
voters have come a long way in a
short time From their nearly unanitn0Us Cu mdenination of Bill Clinton lor
his extramarital affairs, a growing number of these "pro-family" voters appear
ready to accept several Republican
presidential candidates who do not
share their ideal of marriage and faith
Among those seriously under consideration by these church-going folks is
fOrTilCr
New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, who has been married three
times and who had an affair with the
woman now his wile when he was
married to wife number two the second wife. Donna Hanoser. once recorded a political commercial tor Giuliani,
touting his virtues as a husband She
called him "honest and very kind" and
"this is the kind ot man I wanted to
he the father ot my children" and
"Rudy is such a great Dad " It's on
YouTube
In recent days we've learned from
his son Andrew that he and his father
are estranged. but that they're working
on it. Andrew' says he got his values
from his mother
Another of the thrice married is former House Speaker Newt Congrich
who, last week, trod the Damascus
Road to Colorado Springs. (hi the syndicated radio program of psychologist
faille% Dobson, Gingnch confessed that
he had an extramantal affair with the
woman to whom he is now married
while he was marned to his second
wife Gingrich acknowledged not living
up to his own standards. or God's.
A third Republican presidential candidate is Sen. John McCain. who has
been married twice. He is disliked by
many social conservatives more for his
support of "campaign finance reform."
which they regard as an attempt to

limit their speech. his
work on immigration
with Ted Kennedy
and past remarks that
some evangelical leaders are "agents of
intolerance."
Mitt Romney has
the right social conservative views, fairly
recently bringing them
into conformity with
their own, but to
By Cal Thomas
some conservative
Syndiuded
evangelicals he has
Columnist
the "wrong- religion.
Romney. a Mormon, is the poster
boy for family values: one wife, handsome children, and no apparent personal skeletons in his closet, hut some,
not all, evangelicals can't get over the
Mormon belief that Jesus once visited
Amenc3. They also reject the "Book of
Mormon," which they believe tells
"another gospel."
That substantial numbers of conservative evangelical voters are even considering these candidates as presidential
prospects is a sign of their political
maturation and of their more pragmatic
view of what can be expected from
politics and politicians.
It is also evidence that many of
them are awakening to at least two
other realities -- (Itthey are not
electing a church deacon; and (2) government has limited power to rebuild a
crumbling social construct.
The Census Bureau recently noted
that only 23.7 percent of the U.S. population fit the '5th stereotype of heterosexual married couples with children. Even in the "golden age" of the
•5Os. the figure was just under 50 percent. Until this election cycle, most
social conservatives supported candi-

Cal's
lboughts

dates and policies based on the married
with children "ideal" family model. It
may be the ideal, but it is no longer
widely practiced, including by many
conservative evangelicals. Researchers
have found many conservative Christians live in states where divorce rates
are highest. These states overwhelmingly oppose same-sex marriage. lbo bad
they don't do a better job supporting
opposite-sex marriage in which they
claim to believe.
No politician can "fix" broken heterosexual marriages. If they could,
some of those mentioned above would
have fixed their own. The crumbling
"traditional" family is the result of
many social and cultural factors. The
solution, like the fault, lies neither
with government, nor with politicians.
While "character issues" can overlap
with other concerns when considering
for whom to vote, conservative evangelicals are beginning to see them as
less important than who can meet the
multiple challenges faced by the
nation.
Put it this way: if you are about to
have major surgery and your only
choice was a church-going .doctor with
a high mortality rate, or an agnostic
with a high success record, which
would it be? I'd choose the agnostic.
Conservative evangelicals have
grown up. But they still can't stand
Hillary Clinton, though she's only been
married once and is a Methodist.
Jimmy Carter, also once married, only
lusted in his heart. It makes one nostalgic for the "good old days."
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore,
Ave.. Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y., 14207,
or CalThornasOtribuste.com.
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W.A. Cochrum, 83, Mayfield, died Tuesday, March 13, 2007, at
12:32 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
An Army veteran of World War II, he received the Purple Heart.
He was a retired employee of Pennwalt Chemicals.
Preceding turn in death were his parents, Alvin
Cochrum and Myrtle Pierce Cochrum; his stepmother, Effie , Page Cochrum; two sisters, Mildred
Edwards and Carrie Johnson; and one brother, Ernest
Cochrum.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorotha Black Cochrum; two
sons. Steve Cochrum, Murray, and Phillip Cochrum. Hopkinsville;
one daughter, Mrs. Christie Sidwell and husband, John, Arlington.
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Nadine Bruce, Benton; three grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home,Mayfield. Richard Adams and Mike Tucker will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cuba Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
'

Texas lawmakers to vote on overriding
order mandating cervical cancer vaccine

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) --Texas lawmakers are fighting to
block the governor's order
requiring that sixth-grade girls
be vaccinated against the virus
that causes cervical cancer, with
the House giving key approval
to a bill to make the shots strict-,
ly voluntary.
Gov. Rick Perry's executive
order has inflamed conservatives who say it contradicts
Texas' abstinence-only sexual
education policies and intrudes
into family lives. Some critics
also have questioned whether
the vaccine has been proven
safe.
The House voted 119-21 on
Tuesday to approve a bill that
would keep the vaccine off the
Robert Willis Fukher
list
of required shots for school
Robert Willis Fulcher, 75, Mayfield, died Tuesday. March 13,
attendance. The measure was
2007, at 4 a.m. at his home.
likely to get a final House vote
Co-owner and operator of Fulcher's Termite & Pest Control, he Wednesday to send
it on to the
was a member a Mayfield Holiness Church.
state Senate.
Preceding him in death were one sister. Virginia Blalock. and two
The 119 votes for the bill
brothers. Russell hitcher and Billy Fulcher. He was the son of the Tuesday would be more than
enough to override a veto by the
late Elbert (Ebb)Fukher and Lillie Pearl Speed Fulcher.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn June Allen Fulcher, to governor.
The vaccine protects girls
whom he was married for 54 years; one daughter, Mrs. Vicki June
against some strains of human
Terrell and husband, Greg,.Kevil; one son, James Willis Fulcher and
papillomavirus. or HP'. a sexuwife. Mend Lowes; two brothers, Elbert (Jr.) Fulcher and Marvin ally transmitted
virus that causes
Fulcher, both of Mayfield; four grandchildren; seven great-grand- most cases of cervical cancer. A
children.
February report by the federal
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention estimated that one in
Funeral Home, Mayfield, Rev. Dwain Warren will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Greg Terrell, Perry Warren. Nathanael tOur U.S. women ages 14 to 59
Burnett, Joe Allen. James Robert Allen and Johnny Allen. active: is infected with the virus.
Perry's order directed Health
Robert Paul Terrell, James David Fulcher and Trey Brown. honand Human Services Executive
orary. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery. Mayfield. Commissioner
Albert Hawkins
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
to adopt rules to vaccinate all
girls entering the sixth grade as
Mrs. Sondra Shearouse
of September 2(X)8. Parents
The funeral for Mrs. Sondra Shearouse will be today could have refused the shots for
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at Concord Christian Center. Paducah. Rev. their daughters.
Lawmakers said the governor
Robert Strong and Rev. Stephen Wood will officiate. Burial will follow in the Maplelawn Park Cemetery. Milner
and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
NIOCKSVILLE, NC'. (API
Hope Unlimited Family Care Center. 1101 - Investigators are probing
Jefferson Si., Paducah, Ky.., 42001. Tributes may. whether oxygen tanks, among
other possible causes, may have
be left online at www.milnerandorr.com.
Mrs. Shearouse. 59. Paducah, died Saturday. started a fire at an adult care
March 10.2007. at 12:10 p.m. at Western Baptist home that killed one person and
put more than a dozen in the
Shearouse Hospital, Paducah.
hospital,
authorities
said
A housewife and mother, she was a former Tuesday..<11>
administrative assistant for the National Weather Service. She was a
Citing the oxygen tanks used
member of Concord Christian Center, where she taught the Rainbow by some residents of Davie
Class. She was raised and confirmed at St. Matthew Lutheran Place Residential Care, officials
Church. Her father, Elmore S. Rouse, preceded her in death.
said "an explosion could have
Survivors include her husband. George (Skip) Marion Shearouse happened" and ignited the blaze
IV; two daughters. Mrs. Michelle Puckett Jenkins and husband. late Monday night.
"Until the investigation is
Todd. Greenville. N.C.. and Ms. Heather Anne Puckett.
Jacksonville, Fla.: her mother, Mrs. Frances Goodman Rouse. finished, we haven't ruled out
Paducah: one brother, William R. Rouse and wife. Alice. Murray: anything.- assistant Davie
C'ounty. manager Beth Dirks said
two grandchildren, Lauren Jenkins and Nathan Jenkins. Greenville.
at a news conference."We are in
the final stages of the investigaMrs. Joanne Hatcher
tion."
A graveside service for Mrs. Joanne Hatcher was today
Investigators don't believe
(Wednesday) at noon at the Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale the blaze was arson, she said.
and Garry Evans officiated. Pallbearers were Results of the investigation are
Jeremy Clark, Jacob Garfinkel. Logan Miller. expected Wednesday.
George Minor of Mocksville
Steven Jones. Hank Hatcher and A.R. Hatcher.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of was killed in the blaze, Dirks
said. Four patients were in critiarrangements.
condition at a Winstoncal
Mrs. Hatcher, 71, Murray. died Sunday...
Salem hospital. Some of the 15
March II, 2007. at 4:05 a.m. at her home.
other patients who had been hosA retired nurse at Murray-Calloway County
pitalized were released. but
Hospital, she was a member of Glendale Road Dirks said she didn't know
the
Church of Christ.
number.
Hatcher
Born Nov. 22. 1935. in Fishtale. Mont.. she
Fire inspection records at the
was the daughter of the late Walter Hamilton and Geverda lsakson home. about 25 miles southwest
Hamilton. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Bernice of Winston-Salem. are up to
Kratz; two brothers. Ralph Hamilton and An Hamilton: and one date. said Dirks. adding that she
didn't know of any problems.
grandson, Christopher Edwards.
The fire was reported as an
Survivors include two daughters. Ms. Tracy Stalls and fiance.
Kevin Farmer, Murray. and Mrs. Cheryl Clark and husband. Pete. explosion just after 10 p.m.
Monday in an older wing of the
Fancy Farm: one brother. Clayton Hamilton and wife, Carolyn.
house that didn't have sprinWyoming;five sisters. Mrs. Dorothy Willie and husband. Lloyd. and
klers, said William Whaley.
Mrs. Evie Goodger. all of California, Mrs. Oleafa Kirch and husband. Gerald. and Mrs. Jackie Hersrucl both of Montana. and Mrs.
Ruth Flanagan, Oregon; six grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.

AP
Assemblywoman Audra Strickland, R-Thousand Oaks, right, questions Assemblyman Ed
Hemandez,0-Baldwin Hills, about his measure that would require girls entering seventh grade
to be vaccinated against cervical cancer, during a hearing held at the Capitol in Sacramento,
Calif., Tuesday.
circumvented the legislative
process.
The bill adopted Tuesday.
-will not take away' the option
for a single girl or a single family in this state to choose to vaccinate a child.- said Republican
Rep. Dennis Bonnen of
Angleton. the lead author of the
bill. "It simply says a family
must make that choice. not a
state government.'
The governor's office has
estimated that only. 25 percent of
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director of facilities management in Davie County. The wing
was constructed before building
codes required sprinklers and
therefore didn't violate current
codes, he said.
Fire scorched the front wing
of the one-story brick home and
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Alt returns led electrorkicalty.

message felt at his office, but in
a written statement thanked
emergency workers for responding quickly.
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he signed by the end of this
week by Gov. Bill Richardson,
spokesman Gilbert Gallegos
said. And Virginia Gov. Timothy
M. }Caine has said he would sign
a similar bill passed by his
state's Legislature.
Although the Wyoming
Legislature recently rejected a
request tar 54 million specifically to fund HP' vaccination, the
state's Department of Health
intends to continue offering the
accine to eligible girls.

N.C.

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings• Ca Now!

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.

left holes in the roof, exposing
burned furniture and mangled
metal.
Daniel Tuttle, the home's
owner, didn't return a telephone
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young women in 'texas would
get the v. accine it it is not
mandatory..
Critics also have argued that
the vaccine. called Gardasil. was
too new and its ellects needed to
be further studied before mandating it for Texas schoolgirls.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration
approv ed
Gardasil last year.
Elsewhere. a New Mexico
bill that requiring the shots for
sixth-grade girls is expected to

Oxygen tanks examined in fatal adult home fire
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Henry will celebrate his 90th
birthday at Green Plain church
birthday with a celebration hosted by his family on Sunday
The celebration will be held
at the Green Plain church of
Christ Annex in Hatel from 2

to 4 p m
Henry was born on March

C,REG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A SPECIAL GUEST: Murray State University President Dr.
Randy Dunn. right, visited Calloway County High School
recently Dunn toured the facility, met with students and promoted the university Greeting Dunn and accepting an MSU
b‘innOr are Calloway County School Superintendent Steve
il,iskiro, left and Calloway County High School Principal
{vette Pyle
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M.W. (Dub) Henry
produce. hunting. fur-trapping.
making furniture. growing and
decorating gourds. playing cards
i_sith the cousins. singing. and
iishiiig es cry chance he gets
1-1.4 inure information on the
elebration ,ir to send a card.
tontati Iracv Roberts at 507
Stone Ridge Lane. Murray or
tall 75 t-S717 The family
requests than guests not bring
Cr. birthday cards.
photos. it spetial vi.ritten nit:mapprek tated.
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Quitter's Day Out will be
Saturday at Calloway Library
Quilters from the region will celebrate
the 18th annual Quater's Day Out on Saturday with demonstrations and displays at
the Calloway County Public Library from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Demonstrations will be from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m. and offered by Becky Addis on
"Angelina Fibers," Fran McEachern on English paper piecing and Mary Sowell on batiks.
The wall hangings, quilts and quilted garments will be shown at 1 p.m.
Jo's
Hostesses will be members of Applique
Datebook Addicts,
a guild affiliated with the KenBy Jo Burkeen
tucky Heritage Applique Society. Other
Community
guilds participating will be the Graves
Editor
County Piercemakers, Needle Chasers of
Marshall Countu, Paducah Quilt 'N' Sew On, Quilt Lovers
of Murray and Stitch •N' Gab of Grand Rivers. There is
no charge a soft drinks will be provided to those who bring
a sack lunch.

MW. Dubi Henry ot Mur
ray will celebrate is 90th

16, 1917 in Murray. He is the
only surviving child of eight
children of the late Charlie
Brown Henry and Francis
Mamie O'Neill Henry
On Nips 7, 1942. he married Morelle Stubblefield Henry.
They were married for 5; years
before Morelle died on Aug.
21. 199h.
Mr Henry has three childien. Dorothy Cook and husband. Donald. Linda Cole and
husband. Bob. and Max Henry
and vkite. Pansy
hits three
granddaughters
are 1LIC:4, Henry Roberts. Jill
Inter Henry [horn and hits
hand. Mithael. and I aDawn
Hale and hushand. Shavvii His
gieat grandthildren ale Ellia
beth Riihens. kolbee and Kim
net !horn. and Jat. k son Hale
Ile also has six sic)grantIchil
di en and III stcpgreatgrand
luldr en
MI Henry eniris 1 al Rhin:.

jo.burkeentlimurrayledger.cong

the winners of this com'return ssere lo cOMpele again
at the area competition March
I

Judges for the competition
were Carol Chapman. l.isa
Cook.
Courtney
flo in sit iii.
Wilma Beatty, Chuck Houston
arid Shelly Harris. Room Hosts
and timekeepers were Matthew
.hadw IA. Kelsey Watson. AshLeigh
Snyder and Amber
Eldridge.

Head Start plans registration
Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will
hold registration for the 2007-2008 school year on Friday from
9 A.M. to 3 p.m. tin the tirst floor of Alexander Hall on Ngrth
16th Street. For more information call 8(N-3202.

Spring Swing is scheduled
Spring Swing at Murray Elementary School will be Friday
at 5:311 p.m. in the gym of Murray. Parent elections will be
rtimi 5:30 to 7:311 p.m.

CCASAP events planned
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the hoard room of Calloway
County Board of Education. Champions Coalition will be a!
2- 15 p.m. at the board office.

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri-

day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen Unit
ed Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will he The Peacemakers and Divine Appointment. Theftis no admission charge. hut items for Need Line will be accept
ed. For inure information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renec
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Project Graduation plans fundraiser
AN a fundraiser for Callov,,ly County High School 2007
Project Graduation, the committee is accepting orders for Amish

baked goods including breads, dinner rolls and sweet rolls as
well as jams prepared by Schlaach's Bakery. The sale will
continue through Monday. Orders will be ready for pick up on
'Tuesday and Wednesday. April 3 and 4. For more information
call Sandy Linn at 753-7274.

MES plans enrichment class
Registration for Michael Conley's P3 & P4 "MES Weather
Watchers" class will be today from 2:30 to 4:30 and Thursday from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the Murray Board of Education.
208 South 13th St.

CCHS Council will meet
Photo provided

Pictured are the Calloway County 4-H members who were demonstration participants in the
Calloway Count 4-H Communications Day competition

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
t “ttingham
& N.sii Madly.

MURRAY PRESCHOOL HEAD START
AND EARLY HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION
Friday, March 16, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
1st Floor Alexander Hall - MSU
(16th Street)
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Relay for Life team of Money Talks will have a rebate
night at Mr. Gatti's today from 5 to it. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

MES committee will meet

Twin Lakes car club will meet
Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Maiestic Steak House. Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.
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We carry the complete Bumble and bumble product line

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
*•'teignant Women
t'lntS Ond TOddlefS Ages Birt to 'hree
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Scholarship information etc
Securth card ot applying child
'Medical Card or Insurance Card
'Custody Documentation if appohc(ble
Locations of Program MS11 Alexander HaiWs E." Chid Care
Center and Pubv Simpson Child Development Center
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

For Information Call 109-3262 or 109-543$
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The Climate Committee of the Murray Elementary School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3 in the
school library.
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ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL HEAD START

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:45 p.m. in the media center.
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Mr. and Irs. Kenny R. Hale of Dexter announce the engagement and Ø,proaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Ann
Hale, to adford Jones Wilson, son of Dr. William R. Wilson and t late Janith J. Wilson of Murray.
Miss le is the granddaughter of Mrs. Gladys Jones and
the late Jlfred Jones of Dexter and of the late Coy and Virrginia It of Murray.
Mr. 'lson is the grandson of Dr. Conrad and Evelyn Jones
and MiJ Ruth Wilson and the late J.B. Wilson, all of Murray.
The/bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
Schoo
Th1 groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
Scho and of Murray State University. He is employed by
Mun4y Electrical Systems.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 14, 2007, at 2 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-toWn invitations will be sent.

Class to feature guests
Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education is currently taking registrations for the non-credit class,
,iSongwriting and the Music
Business MI." The hands-on
course will explore the basic
techniques of songwriting and
learn the inside of the music
business from how to publish
and market a song to how royalties work.
The course will he taught
by professional songwriter
Kenya Walker. Walker's songwriting experiences have taken
her from staff songwriter for
several major music labels to
featured performer and recording artist. Walker and her special guests will help give participants an insider's view of
songwriting and the music
industry through the following
topics: Elements of a Great

Song. Building a Song. Inspiration vs. Craft. Do's and Don'ts
Of Getting Your Songs Heard.
and Song Critiques.
The class will meet for six
consecutive Thursdays, beginning April 19 - May 24. from
6-8 p.m. on the MSU campus. The class fee is S135. Space
in the class is limited.
For more information, or to
register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education. at 8093659 or 1-800-669-7654, extension 1659.

Powei and Ordunez IV

Russ and Tami Dandeneau of Murray announc 1 e engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Elizabeth
Ashley Dandeneau, to Andrew Henderson Harwell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin James Harwell III of Auburn, Ala.
Miss Dandeneau is the granddaughter of Wayne and Barbara Ashby of Hopkinsville and Dale and Virginia Spitzer and
the late Jim Dandeneau of Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. Harwell is the grandson of Dr. and Mrs. Al Henderson
of Florence. Ala.. and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harwell Jr. of Montgomery Ala.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is
employed by Campus Crusade for Christ.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Auburn University
and a member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. He is also employed
by Campus Crusade for Christ.
The wedding will be Saturday. April 14. 2007, at 2 p.m. in
the old sanctuary of Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Shannon Vailes Powers and Jesse David Ordunez IV announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
Ms. Powers is the daughter of Alan and Marilyn Vailes.
She is the granddaughter of Ronald and Maxine Burkeen of
Murray and Wanda Vailes and the late Oscar Vailes Jr. ot
Grand Rivers.
Mr. Ordunez is the son of Kim Ordunez and Jesse Ordunez
III. He is the grandson of George and Judy Doty of Gilbertsville,
Linda and Harvey Fritts of Wickenburg. Ariz., and Jesse and
Lupe Ordunez 11 of Aguila. Ariz.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and Murray State University. She majored in middle
school education and is working on her master's degree. She
teaches language arts at Hopkinsville Middle School, Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Marshall County High
School. He is employed by C. Robinson Construction of Murray and is a sergeant in the Kentucky National Guard.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 7, 2007, at 2:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club house, 704 Vine St.. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

•SMP
From Page 6A
any phone calls related to the
drug benefit plan, and genera-questions to Medicare.
This program also trains seniors 55 and older to give them
the information they need to
help other seniors
with
Medicare questions and information on prescription drug
plans.
This program is a federalfunded program offered

Think of.Us as a Support Group for

7),

Parents

with Teens Behind the Wheel.
Get the proper auto insurance for your young
driver. Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!
Dale Willis
20 N 5th St.. Murra:.
(270) 753-8485
,-.nsurance

cuit Ritgigshsti\
elided Ow /DA

RECEIVE UP TO A

Nationwide'

Kela Craig Sr Trent Travis

On

Your Side

Alycia Watkins & Stephen Janow

$1,200 REBATE
plus 6 months same as cash'
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between March 8 and May 31, 2007.

Allison Carman & Shane Mizt.
Holly Irvine & Jeremy Boll,.
merica
p.m. at
to anyors are
Bran-

through West KY Allied Services, Inc., serving Calloway
and Graves Counties. For more
infonnationo on SMP, contact
LaDonna Nelson at 247-4046.

Natalie Hay & Tyler William-

The revolutionary Trone CleanEffects TM

per4Ture
The Store For The Ultimate Gtft"

ro-767-oor
,
WC Main St • Mon -Sat 15!
e
s
f
AP
4441K

•40".."

If YOU HAVEAN EVENT Y011711
ME TO ANNOUNCE CALL US
AT 753-1916

YOUNG DRIVERS INSURED

Brooke Grace & Brandon Riley
School
in the

Dandeneau and Harwell

IS

the

first central air system that removes up

lot

to 99 98% of the allergens from all the
of Murray

air that it heats or cools And now

1.1.<

through May 31, 2007, you can get a

GAZETTE

rebate up to $1200 when you

PUBLISHED WEEKLY fa'
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071
EDITORS: DODD,PIERCE & NYERT

purchase one Isn't it time you

cie.„Effpcts

expected more from your system?

Thank You
Fern Terrace would like to thank Jamie Phillips
and staff for allowing our residents to be a part ot
Old School wrestling in Hardin.
Our residents enjoyed the program thoroughly.

Guess
The dear Lord, looking down on us from above
The feeling of happiness - it must be 'love.
The beautiful sunsets will be coming soon,
The dark blue skies, with the stars, and the moon.
The laughter of young children busy at play.
The new young leaves, in trees, that sway.
The happy thoughts on people's minds,
The four leaf clover we all hope to find.
The beautiful blue skies, with birds on the wing
The answer-Have you guessed?
It's spring.

Like Two Systems In One... Which Saves You Money!
Trane's XL19i is like having two systems in one On most days, it runs efficiently
at low speed for maximum savings But when it's extremely hot, the unit
switches to the larger compressor to provide even greater comfort

Expect more from your indopendont Trane dealer

Call

1-888-872-6321 0
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HEY FIDDLE, FIDDLE! THE LADY L

12"
Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
& spagatti weekend & night
buffets including drink!
Mon -Fri.•
4:30-9.00 p.m.
Dinner
Weekend
11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagetti lunch
including drink!
Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lunch

atilt
pizza

A' COOD
LAW &WWI LADY(AKERS/
•Nco rood with any saw Wier wu 3127P7

.14,1 geed ulik wq ogler air Ikro 3121I17

Ira '414t-

1*.

Si

11001CIIESTIOUT STOUT•7113-11gg•

Kertfutsky Bead' Resort
Need A Boat Slip?

* COVERED SLIPS *

* OPEN SLIPS *

13 ft. wide x 32 ft. long

10 ft. wide x 25 ft. long
12 ft. wide x 19 ft. long

Leases Available On Annual Or Seasonal Basis

270-436-2345
270 Lynhurst Drive • Murray, Kentucky

9GOOD LUCK

513A S. 12th Street
Murray, KY

LADY LAKERS!
Mechanic ALWAYS

270•761-HAIR
On Duty

• Tomo lips a Brass- N Mimes - as & Masai • Traitsaissia Service
• A/C Mak a Sonia • Tiros a Bataan • Comiamattisd Magmatic*
• la Tam Mcivap a Denary

SHINN'S QUALITY
SERVICE 6 LUBE, INC.
507 S I 2th St.• 759-0003 • Open til 2 p.m. on Saturdays!

•MEN & WOMEN'S HAIR CUTS
• COLORING & HIGHLIGHTS • WAXING
• MANICURES•PEDICURES
• ACRYLIC NAILS
• WALK-INS WELCOME
Leanne Jones
Owner/Stylist

Valarie Burkett
Nail Tech/StylisVOwner

GOOD LUCK LADY LAIKERSII

41=11•11=
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LAKERS ARE GOING TO DIDDLE!

*1

ea.

ifitnu•

0000 &CA'LADY tAAIRS/
•

Join us for dinner before you head
out to support the Lady Lakers!

6004

Swor FoR
fREF **MAW

4!LADY LAKERS!*

Asfav-SAr. 5-7 Pdst

From Your Friends at

AWO Att 0,4V

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN
MERCURY

SMOAK/
srl'oodesio

• 701 Main St. • Murray •(270) 753-5273
www.parkerford.com

SHOPPES OF MURRAY•762-0022 /
•
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT

GOOD LUCK LADY LAKERS!
'Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination! I
I

so— (No Obligation - Nothing To Pay) fsos ho,
This Wire exowiaatioa is

YOU lAY HAVE 0NE OF MEW
F.ELLE
If you word more care odd tnietaloott
16 DANGER SIMS OF IVNCIIED NERVES!
w• do ell flee paperwork.
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

Proudly Supporting the Ludy lAskers:

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

759-1116
ivionffea This Ad
Wives Carnal.
Offer Ex reit 4/5/07

I relieve
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can
your aches and pains. This examination normally coSts $50.00 or
more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurologI ical
test.a spinal alignment check, an examination for restncted or excess
I motion in the spine, and a pnyate consultation with the doctor to discuss
I the results.

I
405 South 12th St.
IQ 700 Notth 12th Si

Dr. Heskett & Family

HESKE'TT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.

270-753-LOAN
online banking;
www.thespertaybankeoln
limber FOC

,
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WOMEN'S NIT

SWEET 16 STATE TOURNAMENT

Felton: Lady
Racers excited
about WNIT

CALLOWAY CO. VS. MONTGOMERY CO.-THURSDAY, 8 P.M.
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Two differed paths lead
to same goal: Championship
Lady Lakers looking to fare better than in 2003
By MICHAEL DANN
sented the 10th
year.
She
Sports Writer
Region the last
shoots 51.3
Elle road payed to Bowling two
years.
Pos.), Yr. Ppg percent from
Karla Cunningham F 8-1 So 152'I the floor and
ireen comes from two different They were the
10
G 51St 89'
OM Ross
directions tor Calloway County top team out of 12 Radial Moms
F 8-0 Jr 111 hits at a 35and Montgomery C,Rutty
the 10th again 14 Shelby Webb
5-2 Jr 43 percent clip
5-5 Jr. 534 front behind
The Lady Lakers will use the this
season Itts Urn Buns
/.
INMATES
Western Kentucky Park VraN
with a 29-5 10 Avow Saida
F 8-0 eth 730 the arc. She
while the Lady Indians will trav- record captur- 14 Kan Jones
does most of
G 5-7 So 1
'
t? her damage at
F 54 Jr 1.
el down the Bluegrass Parkway.
ing the region 44 Kap,
County(2114)
But more importantly is what title by heating
the free throw'
STARTERS
the two teams had to do to get on Mason County
NOW
Po* Ht Yr.
having
line
Matainalo Las
G 54 So 9.7 connected on
the path that will lead them to 66-63
last
Magi**swim
G 5-8 Jr. 152'
Thup.da!,'s S p m showdown at Saturday
0 58S.' 1 1 - o f - 1 56
Jolla MP
Catena" Dania
the girls' IXIISAA Sweet 16 state
F 5-9
The Lady
attempts for a
NOW*Thomas F 5-7 St.
tournament
at
Western Indians
and
75.6 average.
RESERVES
ISernikky t
head
coach
also
F05-8 Si 38 Danis
Amy liamaid
F 51080, 34 pulls
KithRt Webb
Calloway had to burtsav, its John
High,
down
OMR*Co**
3.
way through the fiercest and who 1.4 the
about
5.4
most compentiye First Region state's secondrebounds
a
alignment has mg to knock oft all-time winningest guts . ct.talh game.
elite squads such as Graves behind
Marshall
County's
Only 5-foot-8 junior guard
County and Paducah Tilghman Howard Beth, returns a full Maggie Prewitt shoots the hall
before eliminating perennial complement of players from a better for Montgomery County,
tavorite Marshall County in .8-7 team last season, including scoring 15.2 ppg.. while shootdouble overtime in the chant pi. List year's regional tournament ing 80 percent from the line and
MVP, Courtney Danis. The 10th 49 7 percent from the floor
game.
The run marks the tirst time Region did not name an MVP
"Courtney and Maggie are
since the 2002-03 season that this year
our inside-outside threat.- High
the Lady 14kers have adsanc&I
Danis. a 5-foot-9 senior for- said during a telephone interward, is the go-to player for the view on Tuesday."We have a lot
F.A. Diddle Arena.
The Lads Indians are no Lady Indians, averaging 15.7 of role players that full in the
stranger to Diddle. having repre---loolints per game in 14 games this gaPs•-

41=7E

The rest of High's starting
five includes: 5-6 sophomore
guard Mackenzie Lee. 5-6 senior guard Jenna High and 5-7
senior forward Natasha Thomas.
The trio averages 9.7, 7.3 and
4.1 ppg., respectively.
High. 58. announced his
retirement at the beginning of
the season. Despite the possibility of a catch-22 occurring, High
made his intentions well-known
he
when
was hired
at
Montgomery' County six years
ago.
-I told them then. I was going
to give them six years. I have a
daughter. and I was going to see
her through. But I wanted to get
in my 27 years. Now. I just feel
this is the best time to do so. The
people who brought me in were
aware of my Intentions.'
Prior to accepting the coaching job at Montgomery County.
High spent four years at
Breathitt County and was at
Whiteshurg for 18 years.
High is modest when talking
about his tenure as the secondbest coach, statistically, in the
Bluegrass
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MICHAEL DANN 'Ledger & Times
Sam Butts shoots over the Paducah Tilghman defense during last Friday's First Region Tournament semifinals at the RSEC.
Calloway County will go from the RSEC to E.A. Diddle Arena, home of the girls' KHSAA Sweet 16 state tournament, where
they will play Montgomery County on Thursday at 8 pm.
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MSU GETS FIRST POSTSEASON
BERTH SINCE 1988-89 SEASON
By SCOTT NANNEY
Women's NIT
liorts
1,1..11.0. State I Jilt.

Fr.

AP
Stanford guard
Anthony
Goods who was injured in
last
week's
Pac- 10
Tournament loss to USC.is
expected
to
play
on
Thursday. when the Cardinal
meets Louisville at 11 40 a m
CT at Rupp Arena
worked late Sunday study mg
Risk Primo',
tcani also ha,k in the tritium
mein Ater a one k CM' .ihst.`th.
Nt.filitird figures to take an
sk ounn?: reports ot

athlettk

.n4ressike

kk illAna. k

team

that

the basket and 14.0. a
similar ovle (1, smoherri.
( alttornta !he Cardinal lost
three of their final four Pat. lit
games in a regular se,tion
( ward Anthony Goods and
forward I ass rense Hill deemed
themselves healthy Monday
Goods has a tender left ankle
and Hill hurt his lower bask and
hip in a hard collision with
USC•s Loyinck Stewart late in
Thursday's loss to the Trojans in
the quarterfinals of the pac.In
tournament

Comeback kid: Sosa gets two more hits
By The Associated Press
Saturn Sosa is 411! 141 a better
start than anyone would have
1111.9!Illt'd
except the slugger
himself
The seNC11 - 11MC All-Star got
twit more hits Tuesday. and his
comeback with the Texas
Rangers is going exceedingly
well lie even sounds a little
annoyed that anyone eer doubted him
"I'm a good player I may
surprise other people. hut I
neyer surprise msself. I know I
was out tor a year hut give me
some credit You're talking to
me like I've never hit before,"
Sosa said -I'm a positive
thinker I never think negative
If I show up tor spring training
it's for a reason - because I
know I can make it I'm not here
for the money I've got money
Fm not here because I'm struggling. I'm a gainer"
The 18-year-old Sosa went 2tor-1 with a double and an RBI
.during a 12-8 loss to the
Chicago White Sox in Surprise.

AP
Former Cub Sammy Sosa. shown here tossing his batting helmet dunng a recent spring training game, continues to do well
in his comeback bid with the Rangers. He collected two more
hits dunng Tuesday's loss to the White Sox.
Anz. In nine games this spring.
he's hitting .464 (I3-for-28)
with two homers, two doubles, a
triple and six RBIs.
Sosa sat out last season after
batting only .221 with 14

homers in 102 games for
Baltimore in 2005
"Don't tell me this is spring
training," he said "I came here
to play and I've been playing
good Spring training or not. it

doesn't matter to me. I could be
playing in Mexico and it would
he the same thing.'
The 1998 NL MVP is 12
homers shy of becoming the
fifth player in major league history to hit N/0.
"I haven't taken a year off in
17 years since I started playing,'
Soya said. "I feel hungry again.Rangers
manager
Ron
Washington said he had little
doubt about Sosa's ability to hit
- even after a year out of the
game.
"When you find a guy like
him with the work ethic he has.
you trust him until he proves
you wrong And he hasn't
pros en
me
wrong
yet.1,X viungton said.

Twins 5, Cardinals 2
At Fort Myers. Ha., Albert
Pujols grounded out and walked
against two-time AL Cy Young
Award winner Johan Santana.
Cardinals shortstop David
Eckstein started for the first time
since the spnng training opener
Feb 28
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'There were a lot of people
involved. It just so happens that
I'm the one carrying the torch,"
he said, "but it doesn't mean I
did it all on my own."
When Calloway County head
coach Scott Sivills was asked to
gauge fans for what First Region
team was most like the Lady
Indians, he was quick to point
out two teams,
"They're a- lot like Marshall
and Graves County," the ninthyear. Calloway coach said.
-They're very well-coached and
very methodical. They're not
overly quick, but they shoot the
ball very well when standing.
-Offensively, they don't have
a lot of turnovers. They're very,
very sound fundamentally. They
look to push the ball in transition. They have a little bit of all
three teams we played in the
regional tournament."
High said Much of the same
when asked 10 assess Calloway.
"They play a lot mixed
defenses and are just really wellcoached,- be said. "They'll
make the adjustment when they
have to. They're fairly young,
but they've got a lot of height."
Sivills knows he has the
height advantage with his twin
towers of 6-2 sophomore forward Kayla Cunningham and 6foot junior forward Rachel
Adams.Also added to the mix is
6-foot 'eighth grader Averee
Fields.
Cunningham averages 15.2
ppg.. while Adams is next at
11.1. Fields, who has less than
10 varsity games of experience
under her belt. isn't far behind at
7.0.
But Sivills knows that the
true testament to how well his
team fares in Bowling Green
will be the play of his guards,
Beth Ross, a 5-7 senior, averages 8.9. while Sam Butts, a 5-5
junior, puts up 5.9 a game.
Shelby Webb. who replaced the
injured Megan Starks in the
starling lineup earlier in the season, is averaging 4.8.
The Lady Indians have been
in the state tournament the last
two years, winning in the first
round each time. Despite
Calloway's inexperience on the
grand stage. High said that could
be a good thing.
"Some times when you come
in for the first time, you come in
a little more focused. Other
times, teams coming in know
what it is, what it takes. But they
can also take things for granted.
I've been on both sides of it. •
High said. "Our girls just want
to play basketball. They're basketball fanatics."
Sivills realizes that a slow
start will not be acceptable on
Thursday. Getting out of the
gate will be crucial in advancing
to Friday's Elite Eight.
"I think we're going to be
very hard to guard. We have
guards that can penetrate the
gaps and score,- he said. "Our
front line is probably going to be
one of the biggest at the state
tournament.
"Those three kids can shoot
from the outside, or they can
also handle the basketball.
think it's a matter of us getting
out to a really good start. If we
can do that, the game will be in
our favor."
Items of interests
* The Lady Lakers vM1 day at
the Conirai het (270) 781-5200
* Perseus nooding tickets for
Thursday's pure should call
(270) 745-5222. Ask for
Section 114.
* Calloway County High School
will not heist session ea Friday.
* The game will be broadcast
on MHZ (Murray) & WAAI
(Hardin), beginning at approximately 7:45 p.m.
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FIRST ROUND NCAA TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE

CALLOWAY CHAMPS!: The Calloway County freshmen boys' basketball team recently
completed its 2006-07 season with a stellar 25-3 record. The Lakers were the champions of the Hickman County Invitational and the Heath Shoot-Out, while also earning the
runner-up trophy in the Graves County Shoot-Out. CCHS finished the season by earning
the first-place trophy in the Freshmen Regional Tournament, held at Marshall County
High School. In that event, the Lakers defeated Mayfield 42-39, Massac County (III.) 4636, Heath 44-30 and Paducah Tilghman 45-37 to claim the title.

Racers sign DL Barrett
FORMER MSU ASSISTANT MCCLAIN DIES AT 48
By

MSU Media Relations

Murray State head football
coach Matt Griffin recently
announced that Tyler Barrett has
signed a national letter of intent
to play for the Racers.
The 6-foot-1, 265-pound
Barrett, a defensive lineman
from Clinton, Miss., will join
the MSU program in the fall. He
joins a group of 19 players that
signed national letters of intent
on Feb. 7. The entire group now
includes 19 high school players
and one junior-college transfer.
Barrett's grandfather. Johnny
Brewer, a member of the
Mississippi Sports Hall of Fame,
played football at Ole Miss and
in the NFL for the Browns and
Saints.
The Racers will open spring
practice on March 26. The program's annual spring game will
be held at noon on April 21 on
the MSU practice fitld .behind

Roy Stewart Stadium.
All-American Anthony Hutch
McClain Dies: Former MSU — helping the Racers set a
assistant coach Larry McClain school record for sacks in a seadied last Friday in Dillon, S.C. son.
The cause of death has not been
McClain helped rebuild the
determined
Racers into a national contender.
McClain had served as assis- In 1995. MSU claimed the Ohio
tant head coach and defensive Valley Conference champicoordinator at Fayetteville State onship and advanced to the
University in Fayetteville. NC.. playoffs for the first time since
since 1999. He was Murray 1986.
State's defensive line coach and
The next season. 1996.
strength coach for seven seasons Murray State won the OVC title
11993-991 before joining the again and advanced to the
staff at Fayetteville State.
national quarterfinals.
McClain. 48. is survived by a
During that two-year span.
wife and two children. His the Racers went 22-3 overall
funeral was scheduled for today and a perfect 16-0 in the OVC.
at the Dillon High School foot- After Nutt left following the
ball stadium.
1996 season, McClain would
McClain was a member of stay on at MSU for three more
head coach Houston Nutt's first seasons under coach Denver
staff at Murray State in 1993.
Johnson. He was recognized by
In his first season at MSU. his peers as the top strength
McClain worked with the defen- coach in the OVC in 1995 and
Ave line —. in particular with 1996.

NCAA TOURNAMENT

Niagara wins play-in game over FAMU
DAYTON. Ohio (AP) — A senior's career
night let Niagara make the best of an unwanted situation.
Clif Brown made a career-high six 3-pointers,
part of a 32-point performance Tuesday night during a 77-69 victory over Florida A&M that opened
the NCAA tournament and got Niagara reconsidering its feelings about the play-in game.
"It's fun," said Brown, who scored 24 in the
second half. "I'm loving it.
Winning will do that.
The Purple Eagles 123-11) were stunned and
bewildered when they got sent to Dayton instead

of directly into the first round ot the tournament.
The Metro Atlantic champions thought they
deserved better.
Niagara got its first NCAA tournament win in
37 years and its hoped-for chance to pull off an alltime upset. The Purple Eagles head to Chicago for
a game against Kansas. the top seed in the West
Regional.
"We just look for the next task, keep moving.
keep making history.- forward J.R. Duffey said.
By contrast. Florida A&M (21-14) went home
with a very bad taste from its very brief tournament stay.

•MSU
From Page 10A
received a first-round bye.
"I'm not really surprised,"
said Felton of Murray State's
draw of Arkansas State. 'They
were one of the teams that we
looked at as a possible matchup.
We felt like it was a possibility."
The Lady Indians (20-12), an
at-large entrant to the NIT, enter
tomorrow night's contest trying
to rebound from a 62-59 loss to
Louisiana Lafayette in the semifinal round of the recent Sun
Belt Conference Tournament.
ASU ended the regular season with a 12-7 record in Sun
Belt play. which earned it a
fourth-place finish in the
league's East Division standings. The Lady Indians own two

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday
At Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial
Coliseum
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Boston Lowege (20-11) vs Texas Tech
(21-121. (1 25 a m
Georgetown (26-6) vs Belmont (23-9i
30 minutes after previous game
Marquette (24-9) vs Michigan State
(22-11) 620 pm
North Carohna (28-61 vs Eastern
Kentucky (21-11i. 30 minutes alter previous game
At ARCO Arena

Sacramento, Calif.
Washington Stale (25-7) vs Oral
Roberts (23-10). 1 40 pm
Vanderbilt (20-11) vs George
'Washington (2343), 30 minutes after
previous game

Friday

MSU FOOTBALL

wins over major conference rebounds per game this season.
schools, having defeated both Sims (15.9 ppg.) provides scorAlabama and Oklahoma State. ing punch from the perimeter.
They also threw a scare into Big shooting 43 percent from the
10 power Purdue. dropping an floor, including a 35-percent
early-season game 67-61 to the effort from 3-point range.
Boilermakers, who earned a No.
Felton and the Lady Racers
2 seed
in
the
NCAA are somewhat familiar with
Tournament.
Sims and Arkansas State. who
"Arkansas State, from every- they faced during the 2003-04
thing we know, is a very com- season. when Sims was a freshpetitive and very skilled team," man. The Lady Indians came out
Felton said. "They're very ath- on top in that battle, defeating
letic, and they have good size. MSU 84-79 in Jonesboro.
We will have our hands full."
"We know we're going lobe
The one-two punch of senior playing a good team." said
center Adnanne Davie and sen- Felton of ASU, who lost just
ior guard Rudy Sims power the twice in 15 games at their home
Lady Indians.
arena, the Convocation Center.
Davie is an All-Sun Belt "They have good fan support.
Conference selection after aver- and they're good at home. So it
aging 20.9 points and 8.9 will be a big challenge for us."

Al Spokane laemonai Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Texas (24-9) vs New linexico State (25E3), 6.25 p m
Southern California 123-11/ vs
Arkansas (21-13) 30 minutes after wet/IOUS game
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday
At Rupp Arena
Lexington, Ky.
Louisville (23-9) vs Stanford ,15,12.,
11 44) am
Texas A&M (25-6) vs Pennsylvania
(22-8). 30 minutes after previous game
Ohio State (313-3) vs Central
Connecheut State (22-11) 6 10 p m
Bngharn Young (25-8) vs Xavier (248) 30 minutes after previous game
Friday
At Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
Virginia 120-10) vs Albany
1115am
Tennessee (22-10) vs Long Beach.
Slate (24-71 30 minutes after previous
game
At New Orisons Arena

New Orleans
Memphis (30-31 vs Ncdh Texas (2310) 1130am
Nevada (28-4) vs Creighton (22-101
30 minutes after prenous game

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday
At ItSBC Arena
Buffalo, N.Y.
lAarytand 124-8) vs Davidson (29-4)
11 20 a m
Butler (27-6) vs Oki Dorrenron (24-81.
30 minutes alter previous game
Friday
Aim. United Center

Chicago
ONlv (28-6) vs Georgia Tech (20-11),
11 25 am
wieconsen (29-5) vs Texas AIDACorpus Crude (26-6). 30 minutes aweprevious gone
At Spokane Memorial Arens

Spoke

Wash.

Notre Dame (24-71 vs Winthrop (213-4)
1 35 p m
Oregon (26-7) VS 1•411111(111C41401 (18- •
14) 30 minutes after previous game
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Arizona (20-10) vs Purdue (21-11),
6 20 p m
Florida 129-51 vs Jackson State (21131 30 minutes after previous game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday
At HSBC Arena
Buffalo, N.Y.
Duke (22-10) vs Virginia
Commonwealth (27-6) 6 10 p m.
Pittsburgh (27-71 vs Wright Stale
9, 30 minutes after previous game.
At ARCO Arena

Sacramento. Calif.
L)CLA

.s Weber Stale (20-111
6 25 p in
Indtana 20-10( vs Gonzaga I 23-10)
30 minutes after previous game

Friday
At The United Center
Chicago
Kansas ,30-4, vs Ronda A&M-Niagara
winner S 10 p rn
KerrtuCky (21-'11 v$ V4L3110Va in-to)
30 minutes after previous game
At Nationwide Arens

Columbus. Ohio
Virginia Tech 21 -It) vs Illinois (23-Ill
6 10 p m
Southern Illinois 127-6) vs Holy Cross
125-8- 30 minutes after previous game

SportsBriefs
MI Calloway County High School will host a volleyball camp on March
31 at Jeffrey Gymnasium The camp, which will be held from 9 a.m. to
noon, will teach fundamentals and teamwork. Ills open to gins in the
fifth through the eighth grades. The cost of the camp IS $30. That tee
includes a camp shirt, a snack and a drink. To register, or for more information about the camp. contact Tammy McCalion at 762-7333
•A golf tournament to benefit the Calloway County High School
wrestling program will be held Apni 6 at Miller Memonal Gott Course
Lunch will be served at noon, and play will begin all p.m. Space is limited to 32 teams, consisting of four persons The cost is 5.50 per person
For more information, contact Kim Hopkins at 559-9992 or Dicioe Walls
at 227-8625.

MEN'S NIT

Gottfried, Tide fall to UMass
AMHERST. Mass. (AP) -Chris Lowe's pull-up jumper
with 1.6 seconds left in overtime
gave Massachusetts an 89-87
victory over Alabama in the first
round of the NIT on Tuesday
night.
Stephane Lasme led fourthseeded UMass with 21 points
and nine blocked shots, while
Lowe added 19 points. Mykal
Riley had 24 points to lead No.5
seed Alabama. including a 3pointer at the regulation buzzer
to force overtime.
The Crimson Tide 120-121

took an 85-84 lead early in the
extra session. but Gary Forbes
converted a three-point play to
put UMass ahead 87-85 with
1:15 to go. After both teams
missed
shots.
Demetrius
Jamison scored inside to tie it
before Lowe hit his game-winning shot.
The
Minutemen (24-8)
advanced to play at West
Virginia in the second round on
Thursday. The Mountaineers.
the No. 1 seed in the East
Region, defeated eighth-seeded
Delaware State 70-54.

Key Kar Rental
C4ii DOM ClOtklyi

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
•Faughn Used Cars
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TV Schedule
Today
MEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — P41 hat round
Sour, Aieberne at Syracuse
ESPN2 — NIT Are round

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
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Red Cross to train in first aid, CPR

Photo provided

Picturen ,irc WUirr Sheiton Will Shelton. Bobbie Wray. Michael Conley and Janet Caldwell
congratL,tatind 1I
eltorl for winning the grand prize during the PurctHisi, Area Health
Departmt,r
f,)t Me challenge
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ability to take control help is to participate in hands-on
someone during an emergency.' training courses taught by a
First aid and CPR/AED are certified Red Cross instructor.
commonly taught to everyday While quick-overview videos •
people who may be the only and courses help you to become
ones able to respond during familiar with safety training;
the crucial first few minutes attending certification courses
of an accident or medical emer- under the supervision of a qualgency. Nearly everyone is capa- ified instructor is the best way
ble of learning and becoming to obtain the skills and conficertified in first aid and dence needed to successfully
perform first aid and CPWAED.
CPR/AED.
Becoming trained and cer- And, in order to remain contified in first aid - and CPR/AED fident and keep skills current,
gives the average person the it is recommended that you
knowledge and skills essential attend refresher courses and be
to lessen the effect of injury re-certified yearly.
The Red Cross offers thoror sudden illness and helps
sustain life until professional ough and flexible training programs, which help you preresponders arrive.
Each year, roughly I mil- pare for emergencies and lifelion people in the United States threatening situations. Courses
suffer from sudden cardiac are available for administering
arrest — almost half will die help to infants, children and
as a result. Being able to per- adults, as well as, for fulfillform CPR or use an AED early. ing training requirements for
on is crucial in preventing brain workplaces, and for professiondamage and
will greatly al rescuers. In fact, the chapincrease a victim's odds for ter oilers a course every second Saturday of each month.
survival.
First aid and ('PR/AED can
To find out how you can
not only be used when S('A have the power to save a life,
strikes. hut can also help save contact the Calloway County
victims of drowning, electro- Chapter at 753-1421 or calcution, accidental poisoning, lowayredcross@ murray-ky.net
suffocation and drug overdose. for more information on the
The most effective way to variety of health and safety
learn first aid and CPR/AEI) courses being offered.
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Special to the Ledger
Learning basic first aid and
CPR/Automated
External
Defibrillator tAEDi can quite
possibly mean the difference
between life and death for someone suffering from sudden cardiac arrest or other medical
emergency.
The Calloway County Red
Cross ads ises that being able
to administer first aid and
CPWAED during the first few
minutes of a medical emergency is crucial to the survival and recovery of a sicturn Having these skills allows
you to become a vital first
responder when help is needed
-The Red Cross wants the
public to know that es Cr)one
has the power to save a lite.
At least rile person in el cf.t
lit ti
and on every office
Moor should he trained and
certitied in first aid and
AFT).- said Tory Daughevecutive director of the
callow ay Coumv Red Cross.
.11. crap:. it takes emergency
tkisoimel 12 minutes to arrive
iii 'eerie
Ii ii OfheOne Who
IS
l'hok mg or has stopped
breathing that Illdt he too late.
lt Icarnitig simple rescue skills.

Food fad diets are risky business
1)tetnir! is big business
tending tin %%tight-10%a, prod
th.t% iii Ins Li,iuntry reached
billion in 2004 But kW

welcome
Dr. Richard Blalock
Primary Care Medical Center

many people wind up wasting
their hard-earned money on fad
diets, unproven products and
weight-loss gimmicks that just
don't work. Still, the fad diets
keep coming, and coming back.
ADA defines "food fads- as
"unreasonable or exaggerated
beliefs that eating tor not eating) specific, nutrient supplements or combinations of certain foods may cure disease.
„souvey special health benefits
or offer quick weight loss."
lair National Nutrition Month
and beyond, ADA encourages
consumers to go RIO percent
Fad-Free and achieve lifelong
success through proven, scito
ence-based
approaches
weight loss.
•'the reality is, tri 'super
food. or diet approach can
re% erse weight gain resulting
from overeating and inactivity. And because most fad diets
don't teach new eating habits
and many require you to give
up .14Alf favorite foods, people
usually don't stick with them,say s registered dietitian and
American Dietetic Association
spokesperson Dee Sandquist.
She otters the following tips
to help evaluate a new product, diet or recommendation:

— If it sounds too good to
be true, it is - especially it
the diet or product offers a
"quick fix.- Avoid products offering
a guaranteed cure or which
promotes "limited-time" offers.
— Watch out for products
that describe certain foods as
"good- or "bad.- Is the source of the information - such as a book author
- also trying to sell a product, like supplementsl
Fad diets may require you
to avoid foods or entire food
groups. "Countless, reputable
studies over the years have
shown balance and variety are
needed for good health. Any
diet that requires you to give
up whole categories of foods
and to take supplements to
replace their nutrients is. by
definition,
unbalanced,Sandquist says.
If you are looking for a
healthy approach to weight loss
and a lifestyle change. a consultation with a registered dietitian is the perfect place to start.
A personalized plan will provide a balanced approach for
long-term success. In this way,
you can protect your health
and save your money.

Primary Care
Medical Center

Pete
Lancaster

753-4703
AUTO
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Back and Leg Pain?
Try this:

SpineMEDTM
Decompression• Thera4f,
A SAFE and PAINLESS proc
• Pinched Nerves
• Disc
• Sciatica
• Disc
tur=.1
• Neck & Arm Pain
• Disonegen

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

• No Drugs
• No injections
• No Surgery
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Dr. V. Wade Ethertern
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270-759-0030
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Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray (across from wendy's)
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Pain relief sought without abuse risks Scavenger hunt leads to
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By LAURAN NEERGAAF1D
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Scientists are hunting new ways
Prescnption drugs are the second most abused class of drugs
to help millions of pain sufafter cannabis. Pain reireving drugs suc:h as fentanyl, oxycodone
ferers — from addiction-resistand hydrocodone have led to a nsing number of deaths.
ant narcotics to using brain scanNonmedical painkiller use,'04-05 03.42-3.9% MI 50-5.9
ners for biofeedback — amid
a worrisome rise in abuse of
today's
top
prescription
painkillers.
The good news; Only a tiny
fraction of patients who are
appropriately prescribed the
most powerful painkillers —
drugs known as opioids, including morphine, Vicodin, fentanyl and Oxycontin — ever
will become dependent on them.
And scientists told the
National Institutes of Health
last week that those few who
SOURCE: Department or Health
are vulnerable tend also to suffer such psychiatric disorders tion drug abuse, particularly of supposed to slowly dissolve for
as depression and anxiety, giv- opioid painkillers, is on the long-term pain relief, but
ing doctors a clue about which rise. One in 10 high school abusers crush them and snon
patients need closer monitor- seniors admits to popping or inject the powder for a fast
Vicodin for nonmedical pur- high. Remoxy is a thick geling.
Opioids "are not dangerous poses, and recent studies sug- atin version of oxycodone —
if you know how to use them gest about 2.2 million people crushing it just yields goo.
properly," stressed Dr. Nora age 12 and older first abused
—Also being studied is a
Volkow, chief of N1H's Nation- painkillers in the past year. combination of naltrexone, a
al Institute on Drug Abuse. outpacing new marijuana users. drug used to reduce alcohol
"We need to develop the knowl- Some 415,000 people received craving, with oxycodone. The
edge that maximizes our abil- treatment for painkiller abuse extra drug should tamp down
last year, Evans said.
ity to use them properly."
oxymione's brain-stimulating
So the hunt is on for pain effect. Palmer said, but one
Amid fears that rising
painkiller abuse will spark a relief that minimizes the abuse question is whether that also
backlash against pain suffer- risk — not just for the 2 per- will diminish pain relief.
ers, Volkow organized a two- cent of pain patients who might
—Another approach now in
day meeting involving several become dependent, but to dis- early trials pairs technolop
hundred scientists and primary courage theft or other diver- with tiny tablets of a hospitalcare physicians, to bring the sion of the drugs.
strength opioid, sufentanil,
"We really need to get redesigned to dissolve almost
latest science on pain and addiction to doctors struggling to smarter." said Dr. Pamela instantly under the tongue. A
balance the drugs' clear bene- Palmer, director of pain research computerized dispenser, the size
at the University of Califor- of a remote control, is profits and potential harm.
Some form of chronic pain nia, San Francisco, who laments grammed with the patient's dose
affects one of every three or that the only way now to tell of Nanotabs and records how
patients
are
using much is used and how often,
four adults worldwide. The gov- how
ernment says one in 10 Amer- painkillers is "making people information the doctor would
icans suffers pain that lasts a pee in a bottle to see if the require before allowing refills
year or more. For millions, drug I prescribed is in there." or adjusting doses, says Palmer,
Under research now:
who is working with manufacpain is severe enough to be
—Pain Therapeutics Inc.'s turer AceIRx Pharmaceuticals.
disabling; up to 6 million
Better would be drugs that
patients are on long-term opi- Remoxy is in late-stage clinioid therapy. It's not just a ques- cal trials to see if it offers an more selectively target the brain
tion of suffering: Serious pain abuse-resistant version of oxy- receptors that react to opioids,
can actually worsen recovery codone, the ingredient in Oxy - blocking multiple ones at the
contin. Oxycontin tablets are same time so that its harder
from various ailments.
How many need opioids but
Is Your Home Fabulous
don't get them? Those numbers are hard to come by, but
Enough For
"pain is really under-treated in
our society.- opioid specialist
Dr. Christopher Evans of the
University of California. Los
Angeles, told the N1H meeting.
By some estimates, as many
as 40 percent of cancer patients
and the terminally ill don't
cnjoy,20* OS. ypAr order
even get those medications.
durLinii,SItir,ctt
At the same time, prescrip401 S. 12th St. • 703-63111

to develop tolerance or suffer
withdrawal. While that is still
years away, an initial attempt
worked in rats, and N1DA will
push additional research to
speed human trials, Volkow
said. -That would be an amazing thing."
Then there's the non-drug
approach: Onmeuron Inc. and
Stanford University researchers
are trying to teach patients to
control how much pain they
feel by scanning their brains
and showing them the realtime MRI images as they try
out different techniques.
"The brain is built to be
able to modulate its pain-control processes," says Omneuron chief executive Christopher
deCharms."We're teaching people to gain conscious control."
The first study, with a few
chronic pain sufferers plus
healthy people given painful
zaps, suggests the approach
may relieve pain right after
participants are trained. Now the
question is whether the pain
relief is real and lasts. A larger trial to test that is under
way.

lit

arrests of high schoolers
LAREDO, Texas (AP) —
A scavenger hunt turned sour
for 40 high school students
when Laredo police learned of
it and arrested them on felony
charges of theft and engaging
in organized criminal activity.
Police accused the students
— most of them seniors at
Laredo high schools — of swiping up to five truckloads of
loot from across town. The scavenger list included items such
as city traffic signs and pinatas,
police said.
"We will cooperate fully,
review the case and collaborate with officials to determine
all the facts," said Marco
Alvarado, spokesman for the
Laredo school district. "If needed, we will take appropriate
action as specified in the student Code of Conduct."
Police arrested the 32 adults
and eight juveniles March 2.
The students' names were not
released.
Officers first uncovered the
escapade when a group of five
students was pulled over for

speeding. Their car contained
stolen stop signs, a garden hose
and other items, police said.
A short time later, the police
department started receiving
calls from residents who were
angry about commotion caused"
by cars speeding in their neight
borhood and stopping at itr.
vacant lot.
Police determined the lot ts
be a drop-off point for stoleS
items. Officers arrested the stuf,.
dents as they made drop-offs.
the department said.
The older students werC
taken to the Webb County JaiI
while the younger students wers
taken to a juvenile detention
center. The police also impouneC
ed several of the students vehi:
cks.
Juan Cruz, an attorney fot •
United Independent School Div.;
trict, said the district wou14:
review the criminal charges and:
figure out what action to take::
A third-degree felony charge;
of engaging in organized crim4
is punishable by up to 10 yeast.
in prison and a $10,000 fine::

When Minutes Matter...

e

The Laker Band Boosters are proud to offer you these
Emergency Response Signs made of durqble 1/4" steel, 5"x16"
and hand painted with your personal house number.
When placed in your yard, preferably by your driveway, these signs can
help Emergency Response Personnel locate you and your family quicker...

when minutes matter.
Available in Classic Black or Laker Red with white lettering for $30.
We can customize your sign with the interlocking CC's for all you
Laker fans for an extra $5.
,m••• • m•••• • i=m• • immi• • ,•=, • •••=m • immkiP • ••• • 4•1Im• • •••=. •

• ,mMi • Mmmi • •••m• • imM• • iM

•

•

ORDER FORM
Customer Name.
Address for Sign
Contact Phone #.

Thibaut Fabric?

Classic Black ($30.00)

Laker Red($30 00)

CC Logo(additional $5 00)

OF COURSE IT PS!

Checks made payable to Laker Band Boosters.

Sold by

Total Paid
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GAME
Every shot true, every pass crisp, every
dribble, every squeak, every cheer and all
the action - pumped right into your family
room for the ultimate college basketball
viewing experience. This is March Madness'
the way it was meant to be watched

6.997,1°R
20-Year Fixed Rate

Home Equity Loan
Get in the Game... with HDTV service
From NowiNave Communications.

Call Today!

Get a U.S. Bank Home Equity Loan today.
• No closing costs
• No points
• No fees
• Low Rates with Five Star Service Guaranteed
How many stars does your bank have?

newwavecom.com
iC
lyS

NEWCVAVE
COMMUNICATIONS

1-888-8NEWWAVE

taboisk.coon I 888-444-BANK (2265)
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Mums

Murray Middle School band students
participate in solo and ensemble
sijr,h A, 55 students students who care enough to
troth 'Murray Middle School put in this amount of time."
Band panic. grated at Murray
Ratings of "Apprentice" are as
State UM% ersit in the Solo follows Ashley Dawson 16).
arid Ensemble 1-estis al spon- Heatherly Paschall (7) and
sored hy the Ihrst Ihstrist Music Steven Speed (7)for their Snare
I.-.dusators As.akianon
Solos, and Katelyn Robinson
Students performed
(7) and .Amberly Moss (7) for
tillSIn the solo sategory and their flute/trumpet duet
in ensemble gri,ups lot Ridges
Ratings it -Proficient" are
Pert,4-117,111,CN were rated on a aN follows. Lindsey Lambert
4.t
NOS Ile. Allplentile.
(61 and Katelyn Robinson for
1.1,11, lent 01 Distinguished (the
their flute solos, Hyun 1:k Na
airing possible) !SIMS (7) for his Clarinet Solo, Adriliana siudents
cis ed tom
an Herndon (bland Sarah StartApprentiLe. Is tat
les (81 tor their Alto Sax Solos,
it
lent attd 41 Di.
Andrew Cole (8) for his Tenor
iii 'lit, 11,11114.1,
Sax Solo, Johnn Crane (81
)1,1 his Han Nax Solo, Chan1\1S (land
Udell(•
I )1te..1....1 ,aid these
dler Purdom (7) tor her Trum11t1 ,1k11)1... 1111q1C1111
pet Solo. Josh Ortner (6) tor
1,1,1,ah: IA if this it. sin,C his french Horn Solo, Brian in Isilna, Ha
iiiihqn
IMP+ for her Tuba Solo.
ii
I tie pieparatwn these
Heak
Alex A ard 464 and Austin
Ii.,, ,. pot Imo this Blakely (7) for their Snare
theil ittihi
help.
Solos, Brandon Kipphut (S) for
klo,d
tan•tur more th,o1 hi. !Marimba Solo. Austin
L% his It
lakels and las Maley for
,oher
4'
ii Is Cll.. AIC then Matimba Duet and Austin
color' Blakely 17,. tai. Maley 171,
iii ,14 4ild ,a
.ii iii 1 Iitov.ald
spet'd 7L ryas is Durr
!eel oN, and litand4 in Kipphut 181
maw., as, members ol the Percus

sion Ensemble.
Receiving a rating of "Distinguished" for solo performances were: Maggie Morns(6),
Caitland McCure(8)and Rebecca Walker (8) on their Flute
Solos, Anne Courtney (6),
Alyson Mathis (61, Abby Murdock (7). Sangmyung Ha (71,
Vic Verburg (7) and Sangwook
Ha Oil on their Clarinet Solos;
Tasha Brown (7) for her Bass
Clarinet solo, Ton Chapman (6),
Hannah Riley (6) Joseph Winche.ster (6) Canume Jo Bolin
(7). Jonny Thiede (61. and
Ian Holmes (8) on their Alto
Saxophone Solos, Alex Cole
(6) Brandon Story 471, and
Josh Addison (8)on their -Trumpet Solos. Paige Drew (6), Max
Crofton (6) Yoon Jae Lee (6),
and Drew Kelleher (8) on their
Trombone Solos; Joel Ferguson 161, Chad Thompson 171
and Jared Henderson(71 on their
baritone solos, Daniel Koehler
17) and Nathan Kennedy Oil
on their tuba solos, lAc Maley
(7). Brandon Kipphut (8) and
Travis Dunn (8) for their Snare
Drum Solos, Travis Duff (8)
lor his Marimba Solos; and
Travis Dun' (8) and Brandon
Krpphut (8) on their Timpani
Solos
"Distinguished" ratings for
ensemble performances were
as tollows: Caitland McClure
17) and Rebecca Walker (7) as
members of the Flute Choir,
Vic Verhurg (7). ['yam Uk Na
71, and 'rasha Brown (7) as
members of the Clarinet Choir,
Hannah Riley (61 and Adrian
Ilerndim re) for their Alto Sax
Duet Carmine Jo Bolin r
Jonny Fhiede 47i, Aaron A
ney I 7i, (in Holmes i 8) Andrew
Cole Si, and Johnn Crane (Si
as metnhers of the Sax Chou,
Chandler Purdom (71. Amber IN MOs'. 7i. Brandon Story
7i and Josh Addison (81 a1
members of the -Trumpet Choir.
and Chad Thompson as a member ot the Low Brass Choir
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Photo provided
Pictured are the sixth-grade ensemble group, front row, from left, Lindsey Lambert, Anne
Counney, Alyson Mathis and Maggie Moms; second row, from left, Joseph Winchester, Ton
Chapman, Adrian Herndon and Hannah Riley; third row, from left, Alex Cole, Ashley Dawson,
Alex Ward and Josh Ortner. back row, from left, Yoon Jae Lee, Max Crofton, Paige Drew. Joel
Ferguson and Brianna Ohnemus.
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Photo provided
Pictured are the seventh-grade ensemble group. front row, from left. Sangmyung Ha, Vic
Verburg, Hyun Uk Na, Abby Murdock and Johnny Thiede; second row, from left, Steven
Speed, Aaron Whitney, Tasha Brown, Cammie Jo Bolin and Daniel Koehler; third row, from left.
Brandon Story, Heatherly Paschall, Amberly Moss and Chandler Purdom, back row, from left.
Chad Thompson. Jared Henderson, Katelyn Robinson. Zac Maley and Austin Blakely.

2007 Southern States
Early Bird
Seed & Garden Sale
Friday, March 16 & Saturday, March 17 Only
I ate Spring Lawn Food
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Refill Old Tank
$999

All Garden Seed 200/. OFF
Seed Potatoes 8 Onion Sets

10% OFF
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Photo provded
Pictured are the eighth-grade ensemble group, front, Caitland McClure, second row, from left.
Sangwook Ha and Drew Kelleher: third row, from left, Sarah Stanley, Rebecca Walker and
Nathan Kennedy. back row, from left. Brandon Kipphut, Josh Addison. Johnn Crane and
Andrew Cole

KINDERGARTEN
REGIMATION
Murray Elementary School
111 Broach Street

.2() Lb C ylinder

First Fill FREE
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1-arly Spring Lawn I ood

Laura
Cubs
Chap
MMS

il%6Monday, Man b 29
5:00 - 6:30 p.tr.
Please bring your completed packet
and the following information with you!
Current Kentucky physical examination
Current Kentucky immunization certificate
Eye exam from an optometrist or opthamalogist
Copy of child's social security card
Copy of child's official birth certificate

-Registration paCkets are now available in the
school ofFice.

Gasoline prices
rise to national
average of $2.56

Photo provided

Laura Tipton,(back row, second from left) sponsor of the MMS Tiger Cubs In
Action, is pictured with members of MMS Tiger
Cubs in Action and MSU Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. Tory Daughnty, (center
row) executive director Calloway County
Chapter American Red Cross, accepts check from "Parent's Night Out," fund raiser from
Ashlee Edminister, member of the
MMS Tiger Cubs In Action.

Special to the Ledger
During a recent "Parent's Night Out," hosted at the Murray
Middle School by the Tiger Cubs In Action Group over $400
was raised for the Tiger Paws Helping Red Cross. The money
raised through the M1SD numerous fund-raising initiatives will
be used in the current Red Cross HEROES campaign. All proceeds raised in the campaign will benefit the Murray Calloway
County Red Cross chapter.
Sponsored by MMS teachers, Amanda Tipton and Laura
Miller, the Tigers Cubs In Action Group was assisted by numerous other individuals. Murray State University's Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority members along with an MSU science major
student, M1SD teachers, members of MHS Key Club and Girl

Scout Troop #I235 were also hand to help with the numerous
activities that included cookie decorating, drama, sports and
science activities and a glamour area.
Tipton said the Tiger Cubs In Action is new service-organization group for MMS fourth and fifth graders. The group
provides assistance to MMS in an array of activities that include
preserving the grounds and tasks within the building. Tipton
said she was pleased this first-time opportunity allowed the
members to assist with a community service project. "I am
extremely proud of our students who wanted to help sponsor
this activity for a worthwhile cause," she said. "It was a fun
evening, as well as being a successful fund-raising event."

Jackson Purchase Firefighters
Association holding fire school

Looking For An Experienced
Lawn Care Service?

Special to the Ledger
The Jackson Purchase Firelighters Association will hold
its annual fire school during
the weekend of March 30.
It will be held at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park in
Gilbertsville. K.

Classes scheduled will corer
topics regarding firefighter survival and rescue, farm rescue,
meth labs, search and rescue,
and more.
Registration deadline is Fnday. For more information, go
to www.jpfaky.com.

Subscribe by,calling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER& TIMES

NEW YORK (AP) - Gasoline prices rose for the sixth
week in a row to an average of about $2.56 a gallon nationwide, according to a government report released Monday.
The U.S. Energy Information Administration reported that
drivers last week paid an average of $2.559 a gallon for regular gasoline, up 5.4 cents from the week before.
Prices at the pump are about 19 cents higher than the!.;
were at this time a year ago, having soared nearly 40 cents.
or 18 percent, over the past six weeks.
Retail prices rose most sharply on the West Coast, where
prices increased 15.5 cents from the prior week to $2.92 a gal:
Ion. That region has the most expensive gasoline, according to
the report's breakdown of average prices by region.
Gasoline prices rose the least in the Midwest, by 2.2 cenb
to $2.487 a gallon. But Gulf Coast gasoline prices remained
the cheapest in the country. at $2.402 a gallon.
After a substantial decline at the start of the year, crude oil
prices rebounded and have been trading near the S60-a-barn)
level. On Monday. light, sweet crude for April delivery fell
$1.14 to settle at $58.91 a barrel on the New York Mercan
tile Exchange.
But Nymex gasoline futures have been soaring due to U.S.
refinery glitches, declining inventories, and traders betting that
demand going into the driving season will be strong enougii
to support higher prices. Gasoline futures, up more than 20
percent for 2007. rose 0.84 cent to settle at $1.9105 a gallon.

*Mowing Lawns'
,Trimming
Shrubs .Leaf Removal
•Gutter Cleaning
•Light Landscaping •Mulching

\ ddie is a tortoiseshell, domesm
short hair mu, adult female

GALLOWAY LAWN MOWING SERVICE

Ruffy is a domestic short hair
mix, adult female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-1 PM
Sr

moo, intim-nation conta(t

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

Larry Galloway
Home:(270)753-8682 • Cell:(270)227-0726

at 1270) 7S9-4141

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2006 Toyota Avalon XL
18,000 Miles,
Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels. Stk. #TT7581A

32,000 Miles,
Leather.
Stk. #GT7588A

2006 Dodge Grand Caravan
20,000 Miles, V-8, Nerf
Bars, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #TT7487A

$118,378*

37.000 Miles. Glass Top. Chrome
Whccis. Automatic. Stk. #P6385

19,000 Miles
Stow-N-Go, DVD
Player.
Stk. #P6379

2006 Mitsubishi Raider 4x4
2,000 Miles, V-8,
Automatic, Neil Bars.
Stk. #P6384

54,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #TC7469A

2004 Ford Mustang cr

2006 Cadillac STS

32K Miles, 5.7L Hemi,
Leather, Loaded.
Stk. #P6345

13.000 Miles, 5 Speed.
Leather.
Stk. #CT7105A

15,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6381

16,000 Miles, 3.5L High
Output.
Stk. #P6378

95,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Leather,
Loaded. Stk. #GC7316A

'Disclaimer All prices plus tax, title arid license adoit,onal $64 50 don

tee included

"Whatever it takes, we want to he your car or truck company."
Hts M-F8am-6om
Sal 8 a m -5 p.m

;es
ppt
9
-www.peppersautomotiye.cornpt—

2400 E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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MAKING WAY FOR PROGRESS: A crew from Parker Excavating ut Murray removes sections of the old Piggly Wiggly parklot this week as part of construction for a new Primary Care Medical Center. The facility is being built at the site of the former grocery on South 12th Street.
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SECTION B
March recognized as
National Professional
Social Work Month

Photo provided
Murray-Calloway County Hospital celebrates Social Work Month March 2007 with a proclamation signing recently with Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (front left) and Murray
Mayor Tom Rushing (front nght). Pictured are members of the staff of MCCH, Home Health,
Hospice and Spring Creek Health Care. Pictured, from left, are: Tammy Lamb, BSW; Gen
Zavala, Murray State University social work student; Gina Hargrove, LSW; Melissa Lewis,
LSW; Valerie Morris, LSW; Cindy Stober. MSW; and Patricia Williams, MSW. Not present was
Cindy Ragsdale, LSW.

March is recognized as
National Professional Social
Work Month. It is the ideal time
to celebrate the accomplishments of important social workers in history like Jane Addams.
It is the ideal time to advocate
for issues that affect social
workers and their clients.
This year health has been
chosen as the focus of Social
Work Month 2007. The National
Association of Social Workers is
tuned into the pulse of the profession and knows that this is an
opportunity to promote the
important work being done in
the practice of health.
Social workers involved in
health work within a multidisciplinary team, work hand in hand
with doctors, nurses and other

medical professionals to ensure
quality care for their clients.
Social workers in health are
advocates for their clients. This
high level of care starts when a
client enters the health setting.
As an integral member of the
interdisciplinary team, more
than 110,000 health care social
workers across the country act
as the advocate for a client's
needs and guide them in making
decisions about their physical
and emotional care. Social
workers also work within the
family to understand and to help
the client through counseling or
support groups.
The hospital has chosen the
week of March 12-16 in recognition of our social workers and
their invaluable contributions

The 2007 Social Work Month
theme,"Hope Starts Here" highlights the important role of
health social workers in the
well-being of their clients.
Social workers play a role in the
quality of care at MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
Home Health, Hospice and
Spring Creek Health Care.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the
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Attention
Parents:
Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2007-2008 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2007 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
OUT WITH THE OLD: Work crews remove debris Monday
from the east(Emergency Room)side of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital off Eighth Street. The workers are discarding
materials from the acute rehabilitation unit where they are
working on a fourth floor renovation project.

Interim MSU chair
co-authors book on
media, 'third-person'
Dr. H. Allen White, interim
chair of the department of journalism and mass communications, has co-authored a book
with Julie L. Andsager of the
University of Iowa titled. Self
Versus Others.
The book explores the "thirdperson effect" and its role in
media as a means of persuasion.
It synthesizes more than two
decades of research on the thirdperson effect, the process by
which individuals do not perceive themselves to be influenced by the mass media, but do
believe other people are.
The scholarly work argues
that believing that the mass
media can persuade people to
engage in risky behaviors or
encourage them to be violent
can lead to support for censorship and other media controls.
Focusing specifically on the
role of media and media mes-

sages, the book asserts that the
third-person effect functions as
a means of persuasion. The
authors explore the underlying
concepts and connections this
effect shares with established
theories of persuasion and mediated communication.
The only volume to date
focusing on the topic. Self
Versus Others demonstrates the
significant impact persuasion
has on public opinion, behavior
and policy.
It provides a thorough syntheses of third-person effect literature, argues that systematic
versus heuristic processing
underlies third-person perceptions and conceptually links
third-person effects with co-orientation.
The hardback book, published by Lawrence Erlbaum of
Hillsdale, N.J., is available at
www.amazon.com.

Thursday,March 15,2007
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Physicals dared prior to February 7,2007 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1,2008

WWW.CALLOWAY.K12.KY.US
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i'lff34MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action Nu 16-CI-00462

iNWEALTH OF KENT1'CKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
( ALLOWAY CIRCUIT cot TT
Civil Action No 06-C1-00468

PLAINTIFF
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OUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS. INC ,
•Iliva America's Wholesale Lender and Mortgage
F. ieetruMe Registration Systems. Inc

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
At i•

IA',

.
I .4

.1,

;.., [tANA k
n.F.N1

VS NOTICE OF SALE

.51.,

•

rAll, A CAMEIELD,
'RYSTAL(AMFIELD,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS. IN(' AS NOMINEE

DEFENDANTS

GEORGE D BALES.
ANTOINETTE GRAVES-BALES,
1.riknown Defendant. Spouse of Lowell Patterson
Bond on

133 virtue of a Final Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway I lirtuit
Court on February 13, 2007. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for Sale
at the rourthoune door in the City of Murray Calloway County. Kentucky to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 16. 2007 at the hour of 10 00
local time or thereabout, the following described property located in
ii in
colloway County, Kentucky, with ita address being 40() State Street, Hazel, KY

I no

• :al Description of a tract of land situated in the City of Hazel. County of
• ,.loway. State id Kentucky. being a part of Block 17 of the plat of the tilteti of
Hazel of record in Deed Book 3 Page 4415, and being further described aii follows

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the Town of Hazel. County of
Calloway State of Kentucky. being a part of the Southwest gr Of Section 34. T
I, Range 4 East, and being further described as follows

Beginning at a '" diameter rebar set 95 weld of the centerline ii the Went
WKT Railroad,. being the west line if Fourth
Street and 30 north of the centerline of State Line Road 'Kentucky Highway
ro • the southeast corner of the herein described tract.

Beginning on the South side of Calloway Street, which said beginning point is
the Northwest corner of a tract of land deeded to Hazel Community Center,
Sandra Gallimore. et at . dated the 16th day of January, 1975, and recorded on
microfilm in Book 154, Cabinet 1. Drawer 6. Card 1422, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court, Thence, in a Southerly direction along the west
property line of the above described property 150 feet to a point, thence, in a

from and parallel to the centerline of State Line Road south 7/4 deg
if,' west S3 00 to a
diameter rebar set the southeast corner of the Ray

thence .411

-stter property
• ,•e, north 10 deg 10 24' west 115 00 to a
1. of a It wide alley,

noon/ tio. not. t.I t-nle 5115111 paid

! !I !

lwarlr,g tittere.t at 1.1

P With the west line of Fourth Street south Ob deg 08 46 east 115 00 to
the point of beginning

and full, doe. and 1.44.4anle in 4I444 .1... -

foe retatrted an the proper-Is to. mictItn.rtn; necilrill

f

, •

All

tlettn.p44- rtt

Dos tract contains 0 243.3 acres
Being the same property conveyed to Paul A Cornfield by deed dated Man h
1999 of record in Book 311. Page 517 in the Calloway County Court Clerks
tff ,

' .01'
tt.rementioned property .hall be sold on a clash or credit basis of that,
s hut if sold on a credit of thirty '34.Ii days the purchaser shall deposit with
ommousioner ten percsairof the purchase price and execute. bond with good
• iLd sufficient surety for rhe remainder said remainder amount bearing interest
•

at 1.50 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
v days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional secunty All
• .niment taxes if any shall he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

ttl li t

this 19th MIN of February 2007
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master f'orriinianioner
ailoway Circuit Court

tr...
•

The foregoing described property is sold subject to a sanitary sewer easement
held by the City of Hazel, Kentucky, more particularly described as follows
-Beginning at a point located on the south right of way Line of Calloway Street
and 363 57 west of the northeast corner of the school tract; thence, following the
centerline of said easement south 1 deg 10' 04' west 325 79 to a point located on
the north right of way line of Barnett Street and 113 00 east of the southwest
corner of the school tract; natd easement is 10' wide and lies 5' on either side of
the above described centerline " AND "ALSO there is another sanitary sewer
easement as recorded in Deed Book 121, Page 123. lying East of and adjacent to
the above described 10 strip and fronting on Calloway Street. said easement is
lb wide and 16 long
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to George D Bales and wife.
Antoinette i ;raves-Balea by deed from Carole Ann Randolph and husband,
Michael 1. Randolph. dated Jan 14, 2004, of record in Book 528, Page 810, in
the office if the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130
days hut if sold on a credit of thirty 530l days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal install'
merit, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security All delinquent taxes if any, shall be ascertained and paid

by the Commissioner
This 19th day of February. 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

JMMONWFALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
ALL(I WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00297

1.1. ".1 I

3
I '

Westerly direction AO feet to a point, thence, in a Northerly direction 150 feet to
a point, which is the South side of Calloway Street. thence. along CallKiway
Street 80 feet to the point of beginning

diameter rebar set in the south

diameter rehar set in the west
north 79 deg 33 39" east 11(300 to a
f F•oirth Street located 95 west of the centerline of WET Railroad

•

leli ¶ nwrel, 1..1011

Bs virtue of a 'Judgment and I /rder of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 23, 2007. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 23, 2007. at the hour of 1000
a m, local time. or thereabout, the following described property located in
'alloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows'

• • . 1.•• .1 icnol

IQ.

IJEFENDANTS

2000

I .'• 44I, and more particularly descnbed as follows

Kentunky-littnnewate Railroad i

11

Nos ember k.

COMMONWEALTH ((F KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

..r. 4,41 n• offer tor *am

l• ;R( It'P 1;la /BAL MARKETS REALTY CORP

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 04-CI-00446

PLAINTIFF,

VS N(MCE OF SALE
PLAINTIFF

BRENDA DIANE RENFROE
BARRETT A HOUCK, alta Barrett Houck,
AND: I. HOUCK. a/k/a Amy Houck.
nan((wn Defendant. Spouse of Helen Wilcox iin
. 12 1996 Tax Ease Lien Investments 1,1,1K.
States of America cio Attorney General
•ed States of America. Orthopedic
-ialista of Texarkana. PLEC et al

VS NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

rtue of • Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the C•Iloyday Circuit
,,n January 23, 2007, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at
aurthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
est bidder at public auction on Friday, March 2:3, 2007, at the hour of 10 1111
In al time. or thereabout the following described property located in
was 1'ounty Kentucky, and more particularly descnbed a• follows

in the Holly Bush Subdivision as shown by amended plat of record In
• •ffii e of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book Ni, 3 page Ni,

Ahnve described property is mold subject to the restrictions easement, and
• .aolitions as set forth in the office of the Clerk of the C•Ilow•y County Court in
Plat Rook No 3 Page No 47. and such reetnctiona and easements are specifics,
lv referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written
herein in full

,•

.1 • redo
,••••

tinris
the por• how. la,.

•,• • on..

?..r the rem•traier

1' !:

.•

jr•.1

he paid In ta, .4143111 t1,01101
the date • •( •ale until paid and

1
4.411ne ,

24 per annorr, from

In.:. due matt yab.a.ble ritlan thirty Sass A iAtti *hail br retained on the prupert,
deampient tare. If 505 •hall he asertained RDA
•13 1, -no
rrr
,

•oal

:F .14, • Fetit...., a"I

Being the same property conveyed to Barrett A Houck. and wife. Amy L Houck
by deed from Helen Wilcox dated July 12, 1996 of record in Book 233, Page .934
in the ottie, of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shell he sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty tart`
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 day. the purchaser shall deposit with
the '01111111M11011P/ one-third of the purchase. pnce and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, mine to he paid in two equal installment, hearing Internet at 124 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security All delinquent tau., if any shall be ascertained and paid
by the Commissioner

Check us out on the Web!1

This 19th day of February, 2007
Respectfully automated.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

JESSIE RE( I NALD "REGI ;11.:" Mt'NI TT
( ASEY ('LINT MCNI.TT.
(
(IF Mt'RRAY,
()F. CALLOWAY, AND
NT'
'
1NITED STATES DEPARTMENT (IF .11.-STICE.

DEFENDANTS

Corrected Partial Summary Adjudication entered by the Callow.:
Its 'TIMM,
Circuit Court ,in September 12, 2006, in the shove cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthonee door in the City of Murray Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the Mewed bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 16. 2007 at
the hour ,yf 141 00 a m . local time or thereabout. the following described proper
located in Callowa3 County Kentucky. with its address being 1405 West Main
Street Murray KY 42071 and more particularly described as follows
Beginning at the northeast corner of the WI' 'homier, land thence. east 140
feet tt, A stake in the C R Broach line thence. south 300 feet with the C, R
Broach line thence west about 140 feet to the W(' Chambers east line thence,
Chambers east line 300 feet to the point of beginning
north with the W
This land being located in the Southweat Quarter of Section 27 Theinship 2
Range 4 East
Sold

subject to all eamements. nghtei-of

WAN

and encroachments

Being real property conveyed to Reginald McNutt and wife Brenda McNutt to,
Emile Bailey at the request of Connne McNutt by deed dated February 9, 1993
of veered in Book 1147. P14/0 4434. in the nffiere af the Clerk If Caliessiay County,
and such real properto Le located adjacent to Main Street in Murray
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit hula of thirty 131•
days hut if mold on a credit of thirty 30, don., the purchaser shall execute bond
with good and sufficient eurety, said amount hearing interest at 74 per annum
from the dote of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty days A lien
shall he retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
This 19th day of February, 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Callowsy Circuit Court
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West Kentucky Telephone--(Mumty, Ky kication)

commONwEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

seeks highly motivated individual as a Customer Service
Representative to sell and promote companies services to new and

COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

and dispatch
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

'Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Business Of Technology or related

&Wit America's Wholesale Lender and Mortgage
PLAINTIFF

Electronic Registration Systems Inc.,

skills including Microsoft office and other business related softand pnontize multiple work assignments.
Company provides great work environment with competitive salary and
excellent benefit package. The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, or disability.
Pre-employment physical examinations, background and reference
checks will be required.
ware. Ability to organize

VS NOTICE OF SALE
SHELDON WING,
Unknown Spouse of Sheldon Wing (in rein)

DEFENDANTS

NICHOLAS P JARVIS

rem),

THE POOL DEPOT,INC,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY

field preferred. High school diploma plus a minimum three year sales
or customer service expenence required Applicant should have computer

VS NOTICE OF SALE

BETTY J. WING

Applicarir s duties also include trouble reporting

existing customers

Civil Action No 06-CI-00492

Civil Action No 06-CI-00259

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on February 13,9007,in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 16, 2007, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local thne, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 46 Hope Lane,
Murray, KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows
A tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray, Kentucky,
February 1995, Plat Book 18, Page 38, located on Seth Avenue approximately 4.1
miles North of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Street in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 13,2007,in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March '23, 2907, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., local time, or thereabout,the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and snore particularly described as follows:
Legal description of•tract of land located as 835 Charley Miller Road, in the
county of Calloway state of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast quarter of
Section 15, Thsenship 3, Range 4, East, and also being Tract I of a minor subdivi-

Applications for the position are available at the Kentucky Department
for Employment Services, 319 South 7th St., Mayfield, KY and will be
accepted there until March 15, 2007. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 a,m. - 5:00 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday, 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday,
and 7:30-12:00 noon on Friday.
West Kentucky Telephone is an Equal Opportunity' Employer.
No phone calls please

sion plat of record in Plat Book 34, Page 56, Slide 3272, and being further
described as follows. Beginning at a *5 rebar w/cap *2147 found 25.00 feet South
of the centerline of Charley Miller Road and 833.68 feet east of the centerline of
Hopkins Road, said point being the Northeast corner of the Henry E. Kelly property I Deed Book 334, Page 1861, and the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract,

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.

Southeast corner of Tract 1 surveyed this date, said point being a #4 Re-bar set
1029.36x feet North of the centerline of P Lassiter Road and 170.28± feet East of
the centerline of Seth Avenue;

thence along the South line of Charley Miller Road, north 87 deg. 12 minutes
seconds East for a distance of 3.3939 feet to a #4 rebar weep *3175 set at the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract,

Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.

AINTIFF,

Tract 1 surveyed this date to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northwest corner of the

thence, North 87< 2514' East - 149.64 feet with the Joe Tucker Property, Deed
Book 205, Card 257, to a 04 Re-bar set at Northeast corner of the herein

NDANTS

thence creating a new division line, south 01 deg 43 minutes 15 seconds East for
a distance of 476.27 feet to a *4 rebar w/cap *3175 set at the southeast corner of
the herein described tract and on the north line of tract 2, South 87.cleg. 19' min
utes 39 seconds West for a distance of 339.38 feet to a I 4 rebar w/cap 13175 set

herein described tract of land;

described tract of land;
thence along the east line of the Green property and the East line of the Kelly
property, North 01 deg. 43 minutes 15 seconds West (passing through a #5 rebar

or sale at

said Hale Property to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein

found at 58.11 feet), a distance of 475.61 feet to the point of beginning.

, to the

described tract of land;

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record

• of 10.00
in

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract and on the East line of the
Kenny Green property I Deed Book 212, Page 1051:

thence, South 05E 0503" East - 212.02 feet, creating a new division line to the

ruit

thence, South 82? 26'04" West - 149.64 feet with the Edwin Louis Property,
This tract contains 3.708 acres according to a survey by V.L. Associates on

Deed Book 182, Card 746, to the point of beginning.

October 15, 2003.

060

ty of

FURTHER GRANTED BY THIS INSTRUMENT IS A PERPETUAL EASE-

on 34. T

MENT BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Nicholas P Jarvis by deed of
conveyance from Kathryn Higgins et al dated November 13, 2003, of record in

An easement 30.00 feet wide for the purpose of ingress and egress to Tracts 2

Book 522, Page 656, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

mint is

nter,

rded on
the Clerk

he west
ma

50 feet to

and 3 on the South side of Tracts 1 and 2 as surveyed this date and being more
particularly described as follows:

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with

Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described easement, said point
being an existing iron pin 1029.36* feet North of the centerline of P Lassiter

the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good

Road and 25.00 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue, said point being the
Southwest corner of Tract 1 surveyed this date and the Northwest corner of the

ments bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and

Edwin Louis Property, Deed Book 182, Card 746;
thence, North 04? 3T 20" West - 30.04 feet with the East side of Seth Avenue t,,
a point, the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;

sement
Street

owing the
located on

ithwest

r side of

and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal installfully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid

way

UNAC

thence. North 82? 2604' East -29467 feet crossing the South side of Tracts 1
and 2 to a point in the West line of Tract 3, the Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;

Deed Book 182, Card 746, to the point of beginning.

MAX W. PARKER

Happy Birthday

Joint tenants by the entirety with the whole fee to vest in the survivor, under

may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available.

deed from Dwayne Hale and wife. Janice Hale, dated July 29, 1996, and of
record in Deed Book 234. Page 360, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway

Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

County, Kentucky.

cant with

th good

Help Wanted
DO you love working
with kids?

id wife
810, in

ALSO 1996 Crown Fleetwood Mobile Home, ID eMSF1S25136452

(270)753-6111

istall-

aid, and

R property.
and paid

the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, said remainder amount bearing interest

"She once was so sweet
It's go we've-been told
But today she turns sour
'Cause she's fifty years old!

delinquent taxes, if any, shah-he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner.
This 19th day of February, 2007
Respectfully submitted,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TONYAI

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

In The Superior Court No, 2
Of Tippecanoe County
In The 2•44 Term

Card of Thanks

Cause No. 711:1•24111416-DR-410179

Card of Thanks
Thank you to all who sent flowers, cards, brought food & made
donations in her honor. Thanks to
Bro. Terry Wilson, Imes-Miller
Funeral Home,Dr. Dan Miller and
nurses at Spring Creek. God bless
each of you.
The Family of Tommie Orr

Stair of Indiana
aunty of Tippecanoe
In RE 11w Marriage of
firs an James Copies. Petitioner.

loins I.. Copies. Respondent

:NDANTS

CallowaN

ed to offer

Y.

. 2007, at
propert,,

at Main

east 140

Notice - Service By Pahlkatinn
11 I( NOW N. Bryan Ciinka. the Ilushand herein, by Cynthia L. Ganvood,8 North Third
street. Suite 402. I afaette. Indiana 47902. his attorney, filed in the Office of the Clerk of the
1 ippecanoe Superior Court Ni, II. in the State of Indiana. a Petition for Dissolution of
Slarnage against Tonya (iiplea. the Wife herein under Cast No, 79D02-0606-DR-00179. On
k. mho inth. 200n. the Husband herein filed a Praeope for Service by Publication together
ith an Aftlibicit if a competent person. showing that the residence of the Wife, upon diligent
inquiry. is unknown and that the Wife cannot he found, either within Of without the State of
Indiana.
The Wile is hereby directed to respond to said Petition, either directly or in wnting, to the
I inn-canoe Superior Court Ni, II of Ilion:awe County within thirty 001 days after the last
nonce of din action is puNished. and in the esent the Wife fails to do so,judgment by default
may he entered against the Wife for the relict demanded by said Petitioner
NOW THEREYORE, by order of said ('oon. Tony a Copies. Wife herein, is hereby notified
of the filing and pendency of said Petition against her and that MIMS she appears and answers
or otherwise defends said Petition within thins 110) days after the Ian notice of the action is
published, said Petition and the matters and things therein contained and alleged will he heard
arid determined in her atwense

C. R

Clerk. Timm anoc Superior t'oun NO 11

le thence

ang

,ship 2,

cNutt. by

v 9, 1993,

County,

thirty (30

the

Mid-Sized

benefits! No experience? No problem)
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 ext. 150
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions: CNA
6-2p Full Time. CNA
10p-6a

Full
time
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person

at Green Acres

Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty i30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with

at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. Alien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All

AINTIFF

available.
Join
the
learn of a growing cornpany that was awarded

nthia I Garwood, 011558-79
8 North Thin] Street. Suite 402
PO Ron Sit
I alestme. IN 17902-111158
-6,429 5292

ent, up to
INKUMFS

$36/day.

270-443-9004
FT Billing Clerk with
coding expenence and
LPN needed for med-

Murray Calloway County Hospital is currentls
taking bids on digital recording equipment for the
heavtal, childcare and long term care far:ilium
Interested parties should contact Pam Williams
at 2'70762-1l2$.before 4 00 p m on Wednesday
March 21 2007

cute bond

o. annum

nes A ben

Notice

taxes if
SPECIALTY Ice

GET THIS 17E1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916

Hip litmlad
A child needs you!
Become a foster par-

0
Sandra D's- 94 E

Creams now
293-3816

Dover
THE BEST HOME FOR
OWNER OPERATORS
79 Veers of 0/0 Only
'Aug fl 77 grosslloeded
mile
•Avg over 29 can on lure
surchsrus
-flatbed Trailers Available
6 months OTR
required
Not an Owner
Operator yetT
CM us @bout our
$O DOWN LEASE
PURCHASE

CRST MALONE
866-713-2778
AIIII

sew miensocaraciors cern

Send
office
resume with references

ical

to. P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray. KY 42071

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great

Wee Care Enterprises
And being the same property conveyed to Sheldon Wing and vrife, Betty J. Wing,

Openings for 1st and
Benefits

2nd shifts.

Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate full-time opening for a
CCU RN 7p - 7a shift. Excellent
salary, shift differentials and benefits.
Qualified applicants may fax or mail
resume and references to JPMC's HR
Department or complete an application
at the address below:

Murray, KY

Master Commissioner

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and rights of way.

and,

part time

Automated Direct Mail.
1410 N. 12th St.,

Respectfully submitted.

06(1

thence. South 82? 26'04" West - 294.92 feet with the Edwin Louis Property,

and

machine operators of
commercial mail proequipment.
cessing

This lath day of February', 2007

Southwest corner of Tract 3 surveyed this date;

ement is

FULL

Business of the Year.
Apply in person at

Calloway Circuit Court

locent to

Hs illatesd

by the Commissioner.

thence. South 05? 0503' East -30.03 feet with the West aide of Tract 310 a *4
Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the

sewer

thirty 030,

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Promotion from Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

thence, North 05 deg. 0503' West- 225.04 feet, creating a new division line to
the Dwayne Hale Property, Deed Book 207, Card 122 and with the Kest side of

Mystery Shoppers needed
to visit fast food restaurants in
Murray, Benton, Paducah
and surrounding areas.
For information:
Consumer Impressions, Inc.
P.O. Box 866996
Plano, Texas 75086-6996
Website:
www.consumerimpressions.com
**No Sign up fees.

Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic & enjoy providing excellent service to clients. Knowledge of Excel and
Word required. Full time with health
benefits. 8AM-5PM. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1249, Murray, KY 42071 or
open_job@ yahoo.com

Going on
Vacation?

Floorcovering contractor seeking experienced Installers for
small and large scale
protects Needs knowl-

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

edge of carpet and
resilient installations

be

required. Must have
proof of insurance and
workers comp. Contact
Bill Wyatt at (270)6082656 or Rod Voribuscri

at (502)647-9803 OR
(502)5944702

Flexible schedules, paid training, paid
breaks and lunches, vacation time and
benefits available. Full, part time and
salaried direct support professional positions available. Primary need for
overnight, weekend and Support
Coordination (Degree
required);
Professional careers available in
Murray, Mayfield and Benton Areas.
Student
applicants
College
welcomed/encoucaged. Seize the opportunity to make a difference in the lives
of others everyday!
$6.00-$12.00 per hour
with opportunity for advancement
based on pet-formance, experiencc
and education.
Call 270-527-9837
(Main Office in Benton) or
270-293-7835
(Murray/Mayfield Operations)

**Sales Support/Billing/AR***

Attention Installers
Commercial

Some travel may

DIRECT SUPPORT .
PROFESSIONAL
CAREERS AVAILABLE

li's that erne of year, and
everybody wants to net
Bur
-Oat of
before you no, just make
o simple phone call and
ask for "ifiseotion Pak.Thai way you won't
miss a single !king.

When you come back
catch up on Garfield,
your evy comet laws
to the editor, the
olsoluories and editorials
We'll deliver you,
'
"Vocorion Pot
'
when you rotor,

Mrs
NOW HIRING MANAGERS
Restaurant Experience Required
We Offer:
• Flexible Hours
•401 K Plan
• Paid Vacation

• Health Insurance Available
• College Tuition-Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement
Pay based on experience.
Send applications to:
P.O. Box 7809, Paducah, KY 42002
Program Director for Amu

Physical Renabitnation_U_nit:
Administrative Director for a startup unit

Murray, KY.

Responsibilities include

supervision; program development, quality
improvement; strategic planning, financial
management; market and referral development; physician relations; regulatory compliance; survey readiness

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

CDL Class A Driver
wanting dump truck
driving job or semi
truck willing to be out 1
to 3 days. 3 years
dump truck, 2 years
semi drivers experience preferred.
270-978-0846

in

staff

irculation Deportment

"Vacation Pak."

Clinical background preferred

Bachelor's degree requirechmaster's preCompetitive compensation arid

benefits.

EDGER&TIMES
1001 WIsitnell Ave

preferred.
ferred).

.4 4, MIURRA1

Murray, KY

Candidates most

have 2-5 years of supervisory experience in A
health care setting. Acute rehab expeneneo

Submit resume to

Midi a signetheattil.coni or fax to
859-201 -9774. No

phone calls. EOE

Alt

CLASSIFIEDS

4B• Wednesday, March 14, 2007

Murray Ledger tic times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
RILEYS USED

CERTIFIED NURSE
ASSISTANTS
Henn, County Healthcare Center is socking CNAs
for our skilled and long term care facility The
positions am (ulltirne and part-tune with fleiuble
schedules at ailable Interested candidates must he
certified hy the Stale of Tennessee
ppiy 141C a sign-on bonus and an excellent benetrt and %alai) package including health, vision
dental, and retirement Interested candidates
should send a resume or appls in person

Henry ('ounty Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-U72
conen hente-tn.org

CLINICAL PHARMACIST
Henry Counts Medical Center is seeking a
Pharmacist is
Clinical Pharmacist the
treble tor the sate and etlectiye distribution
-iedication and the daily monitoring of patient
dr4
• apy Must he able to pit yide
quida tori to physicians. patients. and other
th "tie InMe.sional.
Interested y andidates must he licensed in
lennessee and hate a BS ii Phann 1) degree
Must possess the ability to ,eininunicate intor:eon with (terse and ettectiteness on both a
Preler candi,111k1 prOleSsItql,11 le
dates wiiti a minimum •.I 1 year hospital
Pharma,Y experience
We It tican excellent henent and `,11,tri packecludire health yisien denial and retire
Inn:ft:sled candidatcs should send a
.IIIC

111 psi colt

Henry County Niedical Center
P.O. Box 10341
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen hcmc-tn.org
I .1,11 I

els.ouriity I mph's,'

I eeturer/t quint.(enter Manager,
'...4 1 \ cri..,11tule. Murray Stare
• if 'AI'. I ill Ittlie 2 it
Master's
ri 'CLIC 2011: (.iiiialifications
in Agri, ultute required A minimum
• a., sc.iis it horse management experien.e
J saud tinter 's license
111".1
.,,;11
• -Irurrsrliirlies lea,. and assist reachine
III eqrii ic sc len,. e ('‘.iordiriate and
id, Lii i ate .1 ihe Intirse herd, pros id,:
aid .ind mainiain a pieyerlijil%e horse
lii management program. maintain proper
r sr- held health t esord. Supersise student
,1 maintain essential records and 'Mound
tor the utidents. elltillw.ces and tuiarders
ail the
..,1 poisitie upkeep and it
Support the ruling instructors And
mai ts pruis ding sound, set-sit:cable riding
sc. rii,initor and restrut their use as neces
•pt.%Iile assistance in rhe (rattling ol
es .1,requested ( tsetse,: the dAils opt-ra
t.. lii. dilate lahorat tries, and assist web
lung mt classes and latairatties
I nieces super y Ise the Auden,
,
stall barn. properly Ale tor and t11.1111
,
Itie horses and manage the breeding pro
Applitation I)eadline April It 21 xi
•
\ppls `send letter of applitaniql
ripts and three prittesslonal trier
...mmenitate .111 to NM,. 11,„ kintlec
11,1IICe SecIelaIN. Sah,sil
lc,it111111,
Agritulture. \tunas State I nisersos Ill
',qui) I raki,- Applied Science. %Nine K`r
• '..'I 4 44 Vi.,unen and
.. "Imaged te apply Murray State I I0ers11,.
ai equal eaus arum and emeloc 11e111 oppoi
emits At I it \ A employ Cr

Positien Description: Kitchen Production
Super ' : I icp.iiiincnt ,,t
Muir,,‘ shift l'niserstis I MI rime 11,01
month position to begin Alas
tellUted
Qualifications: An AA degree in Minx y Arts
Hord Restaurant Alanagertiere limn an
of
.i,.,.remlmre,tollege ll iftStlIttle is required ItS.
eterred Must has e I irtr C.Ifc clyv
&pit'
nentein .1 large solume lood sets ice taciley in
a 1.1.1144.e unisersits hotel in c OftletefIce ceIttel
xperience should include menu planning.
insenties control recipe deselttpment. and
demi.n sir at ed sii.k esstUl sUpel si si,rs (-trier,
ens e \Ilist fi.is .reat menrining and ...sac hing
skills and a desire te see INhefc succeed NM%
to lilt up to la Ile using apprised lilting tesh
required Responseelities hersee das
it
das kit, heft pnetuction and operations,
hiding but nor limited to. oat king produ.
• tt Costs Anti ,Itt.ifilltleS. Pre and post costing
141'0001On that focuses on
111C1111,
Ariel% ml,. regional 1.1yontes and nutrition
S 2S and a pan.
lIt
super.!se .1 hill link.
tone student stalt ot In 75 Application dead.
tine: Post marked ht. March In. 2007 To
pply Send letter et applicamin, resume and
rraincs and contact numbers including entail
liesses .0 three Note sst,.nal work references
Kitchen Production Superstsor Search
11 , 1 Curios Center. Murray State
Murras K`i 421171 Nemen and
rdscr.th
arr en, ouraved to appll .4-furra
I nu(run it min equal 'du, anon and
miiia‘ftwnt apportuniA. M/111). .4,4 Erriplcner

and interact with other members of the patient
care team

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen(Ohcmc-tn.org

IRRIGATION Installer
TrensPortabon refer
ences a must
435 47'6
NOW hiring servers
hosts, hostress•C
bussers kilchen prep
Aoph, in person HRH
()simper's 305 S 12te
Si

ruplw.er

IlD

iffant to Buy

NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
tie comfortable using
standard business sys,ems and possess
strong communication
skills Prefer expenonce but willing to
train Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening" Benefits'
Equal Opponuney
Employer Fax
resumes to
270 759-3005
work
PERMANENT
Saturday,
Friday.
Sunday Mechanically
inclined a plus Great
for retiree Cell 2275662
PT opening in resort
coffee shop and housekeeping
Experience
preferred but will train
Weekend mandatory
Call Susan 9-6 at 4362345
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
selt-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benetrts Complete training
provided Bnng
resume to Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
64 1 N Murray, KY
42071

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

SEASONAL,
Drivers:loader
Operators needed for
local Ag Business
requires a drug test &
background check
Apply at 110 E
Sycamore St Murray,
KY 753-1423

CARE TAKER for elder
y Experienced and
references 270-2271879 270-492-8017
family
CERTIFIED
child care has openings for alt ages Call
759-2424 for more
information
CLEANING houses is
my business
Call
Linda H 759-9553

150
Artides
For Sok
92 Cougar. V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people. cornpetrtve prices Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19 99imo Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DLP. &
Brands by:
CRTs
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

JET 3 Ultra power
chair Almost newt We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
prices
reasonable
$2.000
to
$400
12701753-7113
prom
LAVENDER
dress with shawl, size
10 matching shoes,
size 7-1/2M $150 for
both, call after 3PM
A Setter Quicker
753-0235
Computer Fixer
MINOLTA DI 200 digiDUNCAN CRUD
tal copier with (locument feeder. lust over
100e copes 3 years
old $75000
ggigi 753-9240
MOM COMPUTERS
REFRIGERATOR/ALM
A. Certified Technician
Gas
OND, $125
Service repairs
$75
dryer/white
759 3556
Console TV $75 More

[

MAN

Buy

ANT)OUES Call Larry
753-3633

Tuying U.S. silver
St gold coins.
proof sets, and
other old coins.
293-6999

NURSING position
available at the Allergy
& Asthma Clinic or
West Kentucky 33 35
hours per week,
Monday thru Thursday
Send returns to 2957
US Hwy 641 North
Murray. KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)7591215 Please
onctude at least two
referenoes

ZENITH 46- big screen
TV with huge custom
made oak entertainment center, $1,000
753-2753, 210-2910,
703-6120

We otter excellent benefits, a competitive salary
package. and a sign-on bonus Interested candidates should send resume or apply tn person

I VpiCUIIII,

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters. air condibaseboard
!ioners
heaters Used camel
ing 753-4109

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepung Applications

753-8501

The shift is 7p to 7a

I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

We pay cash
for good used
furniture

Interested applicants must have demonstrated
leadership and supervisory skills and be able to
interact with physicians and other caregisers
Must be a registered nurse licensed in Tennessee.

All mint sets,

Lill OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hot* Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

FURNITURE

NURSING SUPERVISOR
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Nursing Supervisor. The Nursing Supervisor
assumes supervisory responsibilities in directing
the delivery of nursing and patient care activities
on a scheduled shift. This position is a member
of the Nursing Department management team

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

6
Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

-77or San
L
1411

YARD SALE
Campbell
Realty, corner
of 12th & Olive
Sat., March 17
7AM-7
rain or shine
all proceeds go to
Red Cross

For Refit

140
&Cardin
03 lawn tractor 42
hydromabc, 245 hours,
$650. 435-4305

W.KY Armory 03/38
Mousers #4
Turk
Enfield rifles
270-978-3726

***OWNER
Financing***
model
Late
blewide, 3BR
$5,000 down.
month. 193 Seth
Call 753-1011

dou2BA.
$695
Lane

—*OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewele
2BA. $4.000
3BR
down. $495 month
2220 Wrather Road
Call 753-1011
***OWNER
Financing*—
Late model doublewide
28A, $5,000
3BR
down. $645 month. 110
Sundance Lane. Call
753-1011
12X65 1970 Jetliner
Recently remodeled
with pole, gas tank,
porches & underpinning 474-2744
1995 16x80 38R 2BA.
moved
be
Must
$16,000. 753-5998
AWESOME 48R, 28A
Doublewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance packagel!
731-584-4926
3BR,
BEAUTIFUL
28A with fireplace,
walnut cabinets & black
appliances", Call
731-584-9430 for an
appointment'
RENT or Rent to Own,
38R. 1.5 BA, 14'x70'
$425.00/mo + deposit
All appliances included.
270-761-HOME
VIWW creativeproperlysolvers corn
WOW!! 38R, 2BA with
huge great room &
wrap around porch'',
Must seen, 731-5849109
YOU must move
56x28 Doublewide.
3BR, 2 Bath, C/H/A.
$15.000
1270)437-3034

2813 duplex 1302-A
$400
Valleywood
month 759-9920 or
293-1446
28R near MSU, CAVA.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
LIKE new, 1813 apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
38R $42500
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
1813 IBA
NEWER
close to university. All
appliances including
w/d. $325
(270)556-8021
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3beclroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ares
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2813 $375
Call Today!
753-8888.
and
SOUTHWOOD
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunly.

2 bedroom trailer 6 5
miles from Murray on
Hwy 121N Call
731-479-2689
28R S225.00, 38R
S295.00. 753-6012
SMALL 2BR 8 miles
plus
$235
north
deposit No pets
753-8582, 227-1935

EL

Lob For Riot

$110 per month News
homes only 492-8488

ile

assits For Flint

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1BR IBA 1-1/2 blocks
horn MSU $195 plus
pets
No
deposit
References required
759-0832 after 5.
1BR apartment with all
information 761-2969
appliances. $325
UNIVERSAL multi sta4813 duplex, all awls
tion weight system lor
ances. $740
sale Best offer
2BR country apart753-3812 1341.4-4PM
ment. stove and retngorator. $250
small mobile
2BR
home. stove and reingorator, $225
Depost, /ease, no pets
LARGE
Monday-Friday
8-5
SELECTION
753-4937
USED APPLIANCES
1BR near MSU, other
WARD ELKINS
locatkxia available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
(170) 753-1713
2813 apartments available Great location. 1
160
year lease. 1 month
Nur FurriaNnes
depose, no pets
753-2905
GLASSTOP Pegasus 2811 duplex, nit*,
cocktail. and and sofa
CM/A, appeances furtables 3 years old 4
nished Various locatables. $400 Cal
tions Coleman RE
753 9459
753-9898

GAG
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securtty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Renting
sxio & ioxio
270)2931116

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
2,588
downtown,
square feet, 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Call
753-5856, cell
293-7127

'10
Punk Sake

OPEN House March
18, 2-4PIA, 2006
Melrose Drive
Exceptional home
Campbell Estates
Approximately 3.650
sq tt 4BR, 3 58A, 3
can garage Come see
for yourself 759-3941
or 293-4329
READY to move in
new construction
under $200,000. 3 bdr,
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, call
oday 293-0139

SELL 11
MOWERY%
VI' ti UTION
753-54186
1270)527-293
430
PalE,
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subtract to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin.
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discnme
nation. This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opporturety basis "

LAW.
2002 Yamaha 650 Vstar classic, svhiteeight
gray. 6,500 miles,
weelshreid, bags, extra
chrome. $4,900.
(270)252-1663
2002 Yamaha 650 VStar Custom, 7,500
miles, windshield, bars,
bags. purple, $3.500
1999 Honda Shadow
Ace 11,000 miles, lots
of extras, lots of
chrome, $3,500. 270354-6240 after 6 OOPM

WE Rt

Hot %ES
An% Local' ,
Ant Condition
Cash or Terms
('all 761-1IONIE
4663

Prep. For Rad
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme loca
bon 753-2905,
293-1480
PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray.
Either 3650 or 1825
sq ft. 270-331-8782

CHOCOLATE Lab pup
pies AKC. born 2/3/07
Blocky and bow claws
Kellogg
removed
$250
bloodline
Mayfield, KY
270-247-7020
DOG Obedience
436-2858
puppies.
SHIH-TZU
AKC, first shots &
$300-350
wormed,
270-251-0310

Houses For Ran
213F1 lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
3BR foreclosure Buy
for only $24.900 For
listings 800-560-1951
est S021
38R only $341 month.
5% down. 20 years at
8°. APR For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
S891
EXCEPTIONAL horn..
area.
Canterbury
3.000 sq ft 3/2.5 with
library $1.200 1556
Whippoorwill Circle
270-761-2892

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
RI 11.1.1 ‘0.
V11\1,
0()14 \Id
Hwy. 12IN across from
Minna!(-ward Armory

1170-759-55:111
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

TRI-COLORED Jack
Russell pups, 5 weeks
old. Full blooded/No
papers $80. 270-752°010. 270-493-6022

45 Angus, Balancer,
and Gelbyteh bulls selling March 20, 6 15PM,
at MSU Expo Center.
For into or catalogs.
call 270-556-4259
TEAM covered wagon
$2,500. People hauler
$3,000 Call
(270)492-8575 after
6pm. ask for Dale

GARAGE
SALE
1706 Holiday Dr.
March 15, 16, & 17
lug9a9e, decor
tables, chairs, pictures, mirrors, uniforms. clothes all
sizes quilts pillows
throws. linens,
drapes. rugs. Mericar
pets. slate plates.
dishes & more

Wu,Prosody
COVERED boat dock
30x36, wired, lockers,
room tor 2 boats, 5
years old. Cypress Bay
area. 731-232-8244
Aa14911
1 to 300 acres. Wes
Owne
Calloway.
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
11.75 acres. aprrox. 3
miles west of Hardin
$75,000.
(270)252-1663
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172
460
ROMS For UN
—OWNER
'
Flnancing—
No credit check 2813
IBA, $5,000 down,
1758
$595 month
Radio Ad, Almo Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011
3BR only $341 month,
5% down, 20 years at
8% APR For listings
800'560-1951 Ext
0
.835
3813. IBA, beautiful
lot, short walk to campus $74.000
(618)925-0140 or
(270)527-5645
For Sale By Owner
96 Coles Campground
Rd 38R, Living Room.
Dining Room. Den,
Office. Large
2BA,
Workshop/Garage.
Heat/Air,
Central
Woodstove on 1 Acre.
$117.000 (Finn) Call
615-804-7444 (Open
Planned
House
Saturday, March 17th,
9AM- 1PM I Realtors
welcome

FORECLOSURE, 3813
only $24,900 For listlogs 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr

293-4183 759-1506
FSBO- 3bd 2-1/2

NEON BEACH
HINSTORAG
*All Size Un
Available
*ow Have

Manta Control

753-3853

bath. 2.940 so -ft. 2car garage. great
neighborhood. Prted
below appraisal
$229,500 Call
(270)217-4265

May vends
2001 Ford Escape
player
CD
6cyl.,
remote entry. Only
54,000 miles. $9,500
OBO. Call 978-1973
bud Cars
2005 FORD
FREESTYLE LIMITED
Excellent Condition.
One Owner, 32.000
miles, All Leather,
DVD, 3rd Row Seating.
Loaded_ Call 270-2936565
2004 Ford Mustang.
V6, 27 mpg, 13.500
miles, 40th Anniversary
Edition. Burgundy with
silver stnpes, automatic. Power everything.
$12,500. 227-0813
LE.
Camry
2002
55,000 miles, 4 cylinder automatic. very
condition,
good
$11,000 OBO.
759-1600 ext. 118
97 Nissan Anima
$4,100 120,000 miles
293-1053
84 Chrysler LeBaron.
4dr, new CV axles.
good tires & brakes
Just tuned. $950 270436-5747 before noon
lied Trudut
Chevrole
2003
Silvered° Z71, 4W0,
5.3 VEI, loaded. 42,850
miles. $17,500 firm
270-759-4188
510

Campin
camper
FOR rent
hookups water, sewer.
& electric.
For sale. 32ft. camper,
sleeps 6, $3.750. 270436-6280
2002 Jayco Camper
Jay flight series M29bh, excellent condition, queen size bed, 3
bunk beds, $9.500.
Call 753-8055 day,
753-9384 evening

2004 25tt. Odyssey
Lextra II tritoon 5 7
Mercruiser load Less
than 80 hours, brand
new. beige/burgundy,
435-4050 after 6:00PM
2000 Lowe 1765. 90
Evinrude. 2 Eagle
graphs. Tite-Lok spider
rig system, ready for
water, good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234

4IM

530
SWAM Oland
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Sate.tactoun guaranteed
Call 75.3-1816
7-0611
or
1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch, other services
227
also.753-6294
8658 Cell
1 Stop Construction
New homes, add-ons
rernoclettng & alt electri
cal needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

Am
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Horoscope
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Rill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun aturnat
Res., Com.,& hid.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

METAL tnstallea on
houses and barns
Contact Damn N
phone 270-752-0414

ther 40 years exp.
_)ales & husallatha

111‘\

753-7728

\‘‘

DREANIRt 11.141,14s
2711-436-5507

1,3 bdr,
front
other

ATVs

436-5141

A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 436-2867

437-3044.
7,500
. bars,

3,500
Shadow
les, lots
lots of

a 2706 OOPM

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) -.293-8726 OR
759-5534
Escape
player
Only

$9,500
-1973

I NI I I •1151 \ I I
2-0,293-643

270-227-6160

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.

650 V-

Chuck Van Buren
.-kspliall l'a'. ing, &
Sealcoating
Comm.& Res.
Licensed & Insured.
TRAVIS ASPHALT

We Pick Up 0101‘
most scrap washers,
dryers, wire, & saw
metal for it.

Lammffirm
Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hardwood & Laminate
Flooring installed
Bathroom Remodeling
Quality work fair prices
437-3 1 32

POOR lawn service?
Call mei Accepting new
customers for 2007
Lawns will be maintained
by
owner.
Professional training.
18 years expenence.
Professional results
guaranteed.
David

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.

293-5438

761-4700. 436-5085

Doan Electrical
Services

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliance
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

Todd Dioan
767-0433 • 350-0954
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-

David's
Home
Improvement

2839

GALLOWAY
I. 111A ST:RN Ill.:

Water Damaged Floors

Braces & Floor Ants

270-753-2279
IMITED
ondition,

32,000
Leather.
Seating.

70-293ustang.

13,500
iversary
ndy with
automaterything.
I:13
LE.
cylinlc, very
ondition ,

4

118
Altima.
II miles.

ASPHALT
paving,
sealcoating, maintenance.
Mitchell
Brothers Paving 7590501 or 753-1537
BACI090E &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock_

436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or

(731)247-5464

icrobertson@wk.net
LeBaron.
axles.
brakes
t 50 270. e noon
2111

hevrole

1, 4WD.
d. 42,850
,00 firm

‘Ul

Homy OA.I kl I MIN

10

I

(0
,
I

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
Si CONTAINERS AVAIL
X RATES STARTING AT
$1 MAO
761-3740 293-4045
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow. 10+ years experience. references
available. Call Patrick

Remo:Map & Plumtwog
avrri Gallornore. Owner
Do Insurance Work
I MasterCard Accepted

tor tail cstim.th:
753-8682
Cell: 227-0726

r

731-247-5422

H
WASTE
NI \ NAGFNIF NT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2733
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
sIi.,(11 household
repair & yard viori.
Senior friendly.
753-4.144 • 227-5644
STOC DALE
LANDSCAPIN(;
& TREE FAR‘l
For all your lawn and
Landscape needs.

295-6369
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
-Carpets 'Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard. 270-705-3555
YARD
work.
Reasonable rates. Call
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745
\
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8. Times

753-5827

0 841-2952
campe
er. sewer.

270-753-1916

i
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itzg
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. camper,

750 270Camper
eries M, t condiize bed. 3

$9,500.
455 day,
ing.

1=Jecses't Stesp Yager
1,3.gaper, We'11
Sea etc it For leiter
it's that time of yectr, and
imearybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go, just make
a simple phone ccill and
ask for "Voccition Pak "
That way you won't
miss o single thing

=111
Odyssey
loon 57
•ad. Less
rs. brand
.urgundy.
er 6.00PM

1765 90
2 Eagle
Lok spider

When you coma bock,
catch up on Got-field,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver your
"Vocation Pak."
when you return.

C.call 270 753 1
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"
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ready for
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—
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add-ons.
electrt
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.'s Tree
. e tree
Insured
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, March 15, 2007:
You know what you want. You
haVe a way Of style that draws
many to you Be aware that often
you might be harboring strung
feelings that haven't been
processed. If you are single, you
head in a new direction If you
are attached, you might turn in a
new direction as a couple Be
more in touch with your feelings
AQUARIUS reads you cold.

It's a
Fish Fry!

293-0234

-TV Listings Thursday, March 15, 2007 Aft_

by Jaciragem War

ARIES (March 21-Apr1I 19)
***** Think in terms of gains
and growth. Your high energy
takes you in a new direction and
draws your friends closer and
closer. Zero in on what you want
Understand more of what you
need from key people.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take a step forward. You
might need to make an extra
effort or decide what you need to
do. Push forward, and you can
change your direction. Listen to
what is happening with a parent
or boss.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might need to step
back and take an overview. What
might feel uncomfortable now
could be close to impossible
later. Work with a situation rather
than drop the ball and run.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Work within a partnership
if you want to gain. Not everything and everyone is capable of
getting down to the basic elements here. Look to greater possibilities and growth.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could decide that
someone close is being difficult.
Perhaps you need to put this
description in context. Would you
prefer deceptive and vague?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dive into work with the
knowledge that you can and will
accomplish anything and everything. Funnel your energy, and
you'll get your work done. It might
be a luxury to be distracted. You
know where you are going.
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** You like what you see
heading down your path. You
might have to be creative and
have high energy to match. You
smile, and others respond. Say
-yes'to a new project or opportunity. You can laugh if you know
how to "retrame a situation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You know where you're
coming from and what is going
on. Realize that at times you
might need to step back and do
your thing. Helping others understand could make a difference,
but it might be unusually difficult
to do.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You say what you mean,
though you might consider cushioning your words. Think in terms
of gains and growth. Laughter
opens doors and helps everyone
relax. You have what it takes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Use restraint and good
sense (even more so than usual)
with an expense and a possible
turn of events. You might want to
say "no* if need be. You might
feel that all you have been doing
is saying no. Think of this as a
phase.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are full of smiles
and energy. Directing your energy can and will make all the difference. You might laugh and
think before you make serious
decisions.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know when to back off.
You might be internalizing some
very strong feelings. As a result,
you could upset the apple cart.
Be sure you want this.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Firefighters who responded to
a house fire of Kenna Smith,
204 Cherry Si Murray The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Scholarships were presented to
lack Sistrunk of Calloway County High School and Danene Woods
of Murray High School by the
Creative Ails Departnieni of the
Murray Woman's Club
Murray Stale University, Theatre will present the pfiry. -the
Dairy of Anne l-rank- by Frances
It
(11.K.1115h and Albert Hackett
,liens ?stoat 21 and a ill continue through Marc h 29
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ion Holmes Mach 16 at 8 p.m.
at Freedom Hall, Louisville.
The city of Murray will provide 12,000 eithst in cash or inkind work toward the relocation
oh the old LA N railroad building to the Murray-Calloway County Park to be used by the Murray-Calloway County Theater.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Hilton Holmes,
Feb 20, a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Alan Blaustem, Feb 25, a girl
to Mr and Mrs Ronnie Smith,
March
40 years ago
Nineteen persons were cited
by the Murray Police Department
over the weekend, according to
re,ord, of the department They
were one for speeding. two for
drinking in public, two for unnecessary noise, six for improper ref
[stratum, one for public drunken
ne,,, four for reckless driving and
three tor disregarding stop sign
Army Psi Preston W Barber
has completed eight week of
ads anced infantry training at Fort
Ord. (alit
In the Post Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
I ilghnian Tornado won 77-60 over
Hickman County Falcons for the
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DEAR ABBY: I am 18
years old. I live with my girlfriend, and we live with her
mother, 7-year-old sister and
her stepdad.
When I first met her, she
told me that her stepfather had
tried to get her to take nude
pictures 'so
she would
him
trust
and won't be
shy." He has
her
asked
twice since
have
we
been togethEach
er.
Dear Abby time he has
asked, he
has told her
By Abigail
not to tell
Van Buren
me, yet he
tells her that he wants her to
take the pictures so I will have
something to look at when
they leave on vacations.
Recently, because he wasn't able to get her to take the
pictures. he told her that she
and I need to have sex and
be loud about it so he can
hear -- "so she will trust him."
During the same conversation
he told her he was thinking
about making her take the pictures, but figured she would
hate him forever, so he didn't.
Before that happened, we
found a device that looked like
a small hidden camera in her
bedroom. We weren't sure what
it was, so we waited until one
day we pressed "Play" on the
VCR and all you could hear

was the radio in her room and
everything that was going on
— like the TV and us talking.
He was trying to record us,
and he tried to blame it on
his 7-year-old daughter.
I'm not the kind of guy to
get into family problems, but
I love my girlfriend, and I'm
tired of hearing and seeing
this. Please tell me what you
think 1 should do. -- GETTING WORRIED IN FLORIDA
DEAR GETTING WORRIED IN FLORIDA: I'm glad
you wrote to me because you
have every right to be worried. Putting aside your unusual living situation, it is apparent from your letter that your
girlfriend's stepfather has an
unhealthy interest in her. He
is at the very least a voyeur,
and possibly a pedophile.
It is very important that
you and your girlfriend discuss this with a trusted teacher
or counselor at her school or
with a clergyperson. If you
are reluctant to do this for
yourselves, then please do it
for the 7-year-old girl in that
household-- because if this man
is behaving this way with your
girlfriend, it is only a matter
of time until it happens to her
(it it hasn't already).

In 1964. a Jury in Dallas found
Jack Ruby guilty ol murdenng
Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused
assassin of President Kennedy.
In 1965, Israels cabinet formally approved establishment of
diplomatic relations with West Germany
In 1967, the body of President Kennedy was moved from a
temporary grave to a permanent
rnemonal site at Arlington National Cemetery
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Stepdad is far too persistent
in trying to photograph girl
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DEAR ABBY: My parents
come to visit about once every
two months. My mother is
very nosy. She goes through
my stuff when I am not at home.
She will do my laundry for
me (which gives her access to
my bedroom, my dresser, my
closet. etc.). She uses the excuse
that she is "cleaning” to snoop.
The last time she was here,
she "did my laundry.' and
when Dad and I got home,
my personal lubricant was sitting on my microwave! I was
so embarrassed.
Abby. I am a grown woman.
I am 33 years old, and I am
tired of her leaving my personal stuff out to let me know
she knows I have it. What do
I do? -- MISS T. IN DACULA. GA.
DEAR MISS T.: Well, your
"secret" is out. Both your parents know you are sexually
active. You should have had
a frank talk with your mother and set some boundaries
years ago.
You now have a choice:
You can get a deadbolt lock
for you bedroom door to prevent your mother from embarrassing you again. Or, you can
take the bull by the horns and
leave the personal lubricant next
to her bed the next time your
parents visit. When she brings
it up, tell her that since you're
all adults, you assumed she
needed to use it during her
last visit but had forgotten
where it belonged. It should
be interesting to see how she
handles it when the "hot potato" winds up back in her lap.

Murray Ledger & Times

Gingersnaps treat
chronic constipation
DEAR DR.GOTT: My husband, age 77, has had constipation problems his whole life.
He used your bran, prune juice
and applesauce mix each morning for years with success. He
was tired of it until he starteating
ed
eight to 10
gingersnaps
with his cofeach
fee
morning. It
is a pleasant
change and
works very
for
well
Dr. Gott him.
thought perhaps someBy
else
Dr. Peter Gott one
would like
to give it a try.
DEAR READER: This
unusual remedy is new to me,
but I am publishing your letter because it may be a welcome change for many readers who suffer from chronic
constipation.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Constipation and Diarrhea."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT:In addition to successfully curing my
toenail fungus with Vicks three
years ago. I recently tried it
on my frequent jock-itch fungus instead of the expensive
Lamisil. Within less than a
week, the fungus was gone.
The only discomfort was a
minor stinging on the first application. I wish more doctors

were familiar with this drugfree solution rather than their
strict adherence to the use of
prescription drug treatments
that are very expensive.
DEAR READER: I have
received several letters from
readers touting the use of Vicks
in curing jock itch as well as
dermatitis rashes under the
breasts. You are correct that
this is an inexpensive and safe
therapy for various fungal infections of the skin.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After
a bone-marrow test, the very
next day, I experienced a burning sensation on the top of
my leg. I am trying to find
out what could possibly have
happened. I have had a Doppler,
Cl' scan and a nerve block
and still show no sign of
improvement. I don't know
what happened. Do you know
what other test I may choose
to try or what other road to
travel? Would the doctors be
dishonest and keep things from
me due to fear of a lawsuit?
DEAR READER: I have
never heard of a bone-marrow
examination causing persisting
discomfort. The test is similar
to the routine technique of withdrawing blood from a vein in
the arm.
Your testing appears to have
been appropriate and normal.
Your doctors did not warn you
of this symptom because the
bone-marrow exam was probably not the cause. This has
nothing to do with malpractice lawsuits.
As your next step, 1 suggest alternative medical treatment, such as acupuncture,
which may solve your problem.
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defender not on lead instructs partner
North dealer.
to make an unusual or abnormal
Both sides vulnerable.
opening lead ---- most often dummy's
NORTH
first-bid suit.
•AK 10632
It is true that one effect of the conWA Q 8 75
vention is that a player sometimes
•A
can't double a slam that would go
•3
down with normal defense. This is
FAST
WEST
because the double might cause part4
•.1 9 7 5
4
ner to make an abnormal lead and so
•2
hand declarer the contract.
•K 8 7 5 3 2
•10 96 4
However, this restriction on dou•Al 1076
•K 9 8 2
bling usually costs only 50 or 100
SOUTH
points, which is a minor loss,
*Q 8 4
whereas reserving the double for
'KJ 10 9 6 3
hands that require a particular open•o
ing lead might save the defenders as
40(,) 54
much as 1,000 or 1,500 points. One
The bidding:
can therefore hope to profit considerWest
South
East
North
ably by employing this convention,
Pass
2•
2•
I4
while at the same time risking very
Pass
5•
Pass
4 NT
little.
Dble
6•
In the present case, for example,
Opening lead — five of spades.
if East does not double six hearts and
The biggest swhip ordinarily
arise in hands where a slam is bid. West makes the normal diamond
lead, South makes an overtrick and
For example, if South makes exactly
six hearts lundoubled)in this deal, he scores 1,460 points. But if Fast doubles, instructing West not to lead a
scores 1,430 points, while if he goes
diamond but to choose an unusual
down one, he loses 100 points.
lead, the defenders can defeat the
A 1,530-point swing is not to be
sneezed at, so anything the defenders slam.
It should not be difficult for West
can do to stop a slam is well worth
to figure out that the unusual lead in
the effort
For this reason, a special conven- this case is a spade — the suit
dummy opened the bidding with. So
tion designed specifically for such
West leads a spade. East ruffs and
cntical situations was devised many
years ago. According to this conven- cashes a club, and the slam goes
down the drain.
tion, the double of a slam by the
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Tomorrow: A false sense of security.
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